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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation contains a fairly comprehensive study on the characteristics of magneto

optical (MO) recording media. The primary aspects which are investigated consist of magnetic, 

magneto-optic, magneto-transport properties, and observations of domains. The main materials 

which have been examined are amorphous rare earth-transition metal (RE-TM) Tb.(FeCo):_. and 

multilayered Co/Pt and Co/Pd thin films. The samples were fabricated in several industrial and 

academic laboratories under different deposition conditions and deposited on different underlayers 

and substrates. The instrumentation used in this study include: a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer 

(VSM), a polar Kerr effect and extraordinary Hall effect loop tracer, an optical magnetic domain 

analyzer, and the magnetoresistance/resistivity probes. 

The magneto-optical property studied here is polar Kerr rotation. The magnetic 

properties investigated include saturation magnetization, coercivity, anisotropy energy constant, 

anisotropy field, and exchange coupling constant. The magneto-transport properties include 

resistivity, magnetoresistance and extraordinary Hall effect with four different geometries. In the 

domain observations, the domain nucleation, growth and collapse phenomena were investigated. 

In addition, the degree of jaggedness of various domain structures has been characterized by 

measuring the fractal dimension. Moreover, the domain distribution is analyzed in the 

demagnetized state both for the sample demagnetized by an in-plane magnetic field and the 

sample demagnetized by a perpendicular field. At the same time, both states were also studied 

in light of the initial magnetization curves obtained by measurements of polar Kerr effect, 
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extraordinary Hall effect, and magnetoresistance. The domain density as a function of domain 

size as well as the minimum domain size can be inferred from the initial magnetization curves. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OPTICAL RECORDING HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES 

20 

Just as micro circuitry changed the computer industry, optical recording had a profound 

effect in the recording industry as well. The concept of optical data storage refers to systems that 

use light to record as well as to recover information. Although the concept of high density data 

recording in magneto-optic films dates back at least to 1957, when Williams, Sherwood, Foster, 

and Kerry suggested that a magnetic memory could be designed using a MnBi storage layer and 

a magneto-optical readout system (Marchant, 1990), the history of optical recording began in 

earnest when the first Write-Once-Read-Many (WORM) optical drive appeared in 1982. 

Applications for these devices were limited primarily to large library and archive databases. In 

1983, audio Compact Disc (CD) technology was released by both Philips Corp. and SONY Corp. 

for audio applications. In 1985, the CD-ROM (Compact Disc Read-Only Memory) appeared on 

the market as a low-cost alternative to support software publication of information such as 

encyclopedias, dictionaries and large information databases. Yet, CD-ROM and WORM were 

limited by lack of data erasability, which in turn became the principal obstacle to the growth of 

the optical recording market, simply because they were not fully functional replacements for any 

existing recording system. Then in 1988, the first rewritable magneto-optical (MO) disc system 

appeared. 

The first generation MO disk drives consisted of full height 5.25-in drives that stored 650 
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Mbytes unformatted on a double-sided removable cartridge. The first 3.5-in MO cartridge drives 

were able to store 128 Mbytes of formatted data on a single surface, and were the same size as 

a 3.5-in floppy cartridge, though slightly thicker. Current MO systems not only retain high

capacity data storage potential, but also are more reliable than magnetic recording and have the 

potential to functionally replace existing data storage systems. As a result, the implementation 

potential for MO devices are tremendous. Furthermore, because of their extensive image 

information recording capabilities, MO devices show great promise for significantly impacting 

the future development of multimedia applications. 

Although there are. many more mature optical data storage systems on the market, the 

search for a high-capacity data storage system with rapid, cheap, and compact features is still the 

main aspiration of the present intense research in optical recording media and systems. Of the 

three forms of optical recording (CD-ROM, WORM, Rewritable), the rewritable optical 

recording has the greatest potential for having a major impact on the future. Of the two 

rewritable recording technologies (MO, Phase Change), MO is the more promising for future 

optical recording systems. Yet, in MO operation, the write performance, or write transfer rate, 

is typically slower than magnetic hard disk drive due to the need for a separate revolution of the 

disk to perform an initial erasure. This limitation prevents MO from acting as a purely online 

device, replacing Winchester drives. This performance benchmark has in fact already been 

crossed by direct overwrite drives using phase change technology (most of which are marketed 

by the Panasonic Corp.). However, although this technology has been available for the past two 

years, it is not supported by any international standard and remains inferior to MO technology 

in terms of media life and write/erase cycles. It appears now, though, that the days of the write 
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transfer rate performance limitation for MO are numbered. The first definitive sign of this was 

the appearance of the Mini Disc, produced by SONY. 

The Mini Disc was released by SONY in 1992 and is currently invading the realm of 

audio applications, competing with the CD market. The overwrite system developed for Mini 

Disc uses a new magnetic field modulation (MFM) technique for recording signals (Ikeda, 1992). 

At this point in time, however, this technique can't be adapted to conventional data application 

MO disks since conventional disks do not satisfy requirements imposed by the Mini Disc. There 

are at least two reasons why the magnetic tield modulation overwrite has not been implemented 

in conventional MO data application. First, it is difficult to modulate the magnetic field with 

high frequency current. For the Mini Disc system, however, it is relatively easy to modulate the 

field with 720 kHz as maximum, because its linear velocity is 1.2 to 1.4 m/s. Second, the 

conventional MO media is deficient because of a high saturation magnetic field near the Curie 

temperature. SONY uses a newly developed MO layer (TbFeCo) that changes magnetization 

polarity (at close to Curie temperature) with a switching field as low as 8 kAlm (only 1/3 of other 

MO media). This formulation permits stable polarity changes without generating an 

overwhelming magnetic tield. Thus, in order to implement direct overwrite capability in 

conventional MO systems, especially in data storage applications, improvement in the MO media 

will be necessary, as well as changes to the drive scheme. 

Direct overwrite is only one improvement that modification of MO media will allow for. 

Other improvements in the next generations of MO systems will include the use of a shorter 

wavelength laser; tighter track pitch recording; zoned format recording; pulse width recording; 
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and higher rpm drives. All of these combined will lead to improved optical storage performance, 

and the day of a high-capacity data storage system with rapid, cheap, and compact features will 

be not far away. In order to improve the MO media and achieve the aforementioned aims, 

substantial study of the physical properties of MO media such as the magnetic and magneto

optical properties is vital. 

This dissertation focuses on the studies of the magnetic, magneto-optical, and magneto

transport properties of MO thin film media. To guide the reader, the following paragraphs 

briefly describe the major subjects of the chapters along with the motivation for their study as 

well as the major experimental results. 

1.2 MAJOR SUBJECTS AND MOTIVATIONS 

1.2.1 MO media 

The MO media studied in this dissertation were mainly amorphous TbFeCo as well as 

multilayered Co/Pt and Co/Pd thin films. To increase the storage capacity is the main concern 

of the present research. There are several ways to approach this goal, for instance, by using a 

short wave diode-laser (such as a blue laser) to reduce the optical stylus. The material used in 

MO disks on the market now is rare earth-transition metal (RE-TM) ferrimagnetic thin film 

(mainly TbFeCo). Unfortunately, RE-TM film lacks a large Kerr rotation in the shorter 

wavelength range. Thus seeking an MO medium which is suitable for shorter wavelengths and 

carries a high carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) is also a main subject of the present research. 

Multilayered Co/Pd and Co/Pt films are found to have higher Kerr rotation in the shorter 
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wavelength range as well as to be corrosion resistant and oxidization precluded (Carcia, 1988). 

However, they suffer from low coel'civity and high readout and recording noise caused by the 

crystalline boundaries. Therefore, in order to increase CNR and the material's coercivity, an 

understanding of the magnetic and magneto-optical properties of the material is imperative. 

1.2.2 Magnetic Anisotropy Energy Constant 

The first magnetic parameter of the MO material studied is the magnetic perpendicular 

anisotropy energy constant. The intrinsic magnetic perpendicular anisotropy is an essential 

requirement in MO recording media. Not only does it balance the domain wall width, but it also 

overcomes shape anisotropy (demagnetized field) and ensures that the recording layer favors only 

perpendicular domains. 

In the magnetization reversal process, the entire change in spin direction between domains 

does not occur in one discontinuous jump across a single atomic plane, but takes place in a 

gradual way over many atomic planes and constructs a domain wall. This domain wall, which 

separates adjacent domains, contains energy predominantly from two sources, the exchange 

coupling and the anisotropy. The exchange energy density associated with a domain wall is small 

if the wall is broad, occupying many lattice sites, since this results in adjacent magnetic moments 

within the wall being nearly parallel. This behavior may be understood by interpreting the 

Heisenberg equation (Eq.l-1) classically (KitteJl ,1986). 
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(I-I) 

is the exchange energy between two spins making a small angle 9 with each other. Here J is the 

exchange integral and S is the spin quantum number; We. refers to the energy for parallel spins. 

If a total change of 7r occurs in N equal steps, the angle between neighboring spins is 7r/N, and 

the exchange energy per pair of neighboring atoms is We. = JS2(7r/N)2. The total exchange 

energy of a line of N + 1 atoms is Nwcx = JS27r2/N. In the case of large N, however, the total 

exchange energy wiII be insignificant, and the anisotropy energy density would be large since the 

wall would contain many magnetic moments pointing in a direction other than an easy axis. The 

wall would thicken without limit were it not for the anisotropy energy, which acts to limit the 

width of the transition layer. Reducing the wall width reduces the number of moments, thus 

reducing the anisotropy energy. The equilibrium wall width is therefore determined by a balance 

between the exchange and the anisotropy energy. The former would like all the moments to be 

parallel, which would result in a very broad wall, while the latter would prefer the moments to 

lie parallel to an easy axis, which would results in a wall only one lattice constant wide. 

Somewhere in between these two extremes lies a compromise wall width which minimizes the 

sum of these two energies. Analysis of the wall structure in an infinite magnetic medium shows 

that the minimum energy occurs at the wall width which makes the exchange energy density equal 

to anisotropy energy density. 

In a magnetic film, due to the dipole-dipole interaction, a magnetic field is constructed 

in the film plane which brings on the shape anisotropy. The shape anisotropy favors stabilizing 

longitudinal domains and prohibiting vertical magnetization. Thus the other important function 
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of perpendicular anisotropy energy is to overcome shape anisotropy and ensure that the recording 

layer favors only perpendicular domains and produces a polar Kerr effect for the MO read-out 

signal (Marchant, 1990). 

The aforementioned shows the importance of the perpendicular anisotropy energy constant 

Ku in the characterization of MO media. In chapter 2, measurement of Ku has been made by using 

different techniques. The purpose of this chapter is to compare several techniques which have 

been frequently used in measuring Ku. Such a comparison is necessary because often different 

techniques give different results. Experimental data of Ku are presented for Tb.(FeCo)I .• and 

Co/Pt thin film samples. These data were independently measured using tive techniques based 

on the torque magnetometry, the extraordinary Hall effect, and the magneto-optic Kerr effect. 

In the Hall effect measurement, the external tield was applied to the sample in three different 

ways: fixed at 45° from the film normal; rotating around the sample; and fixed along the in-plane 

direction. The results obtained with these techniques agreed with each other for the Co/Pt 

samples. However, systematic differences were found in the measured Ku for the TblFeCo)I .• 

samples. For example, Ku given by the Hall effect and the Kerr effect is always larger (by up 

to a factor of 3) than that given by the torque technique. These experimental results are 

explained by taking into account the canting between RE and TM subnetworks. 

1.2.3 Domain Observations 

The other magnetic property of the MO material studied is the magnetic domain. The 

formation of a stable magnetic domain is another essential requirement in MO recording media. 
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Yet, a written magnetic domain often has an irregular shape which may increase the media noise. 

Thus study of magnetic domain structures is important in assessing MO media performance. 

Bulk measurements such as magnetization M .. coercivity He, and Ku, provide important 

information in assessing MO thin-film performance. However, bulk measurements provide an 

average value for these magnetic attributes. Locally varying deposition conditions and substrate 

characteristics for the MO film may alter the domain nucleation, growth, and collapse 

mechanisms of the film. The use of an Optical Magnetic Domain Analyzer (OMDA, see Fig. 1-3) 

and basic image processing equipment permits qualitative observations of position-dependent and 

anomalous domain nucleation, growth and collapse phenomena (the OMDA will be described 

later in section 1.3). Chapter 3 details the observation of domain structures. Part I of chapter 

3 describes the observation of domains for a ColPt sample and several TbFeCo tilms that depict 

symmetrical domain expansion and collapse, directional preference for domain wall motion, 

. domain collapse from sub-microscopic domain remnants, and anomalous domain nucleation and 

expansion as a function of position on the sample. 

Although using tighter track pitch recording, zoned format recording, and appropriate 

choice of modulation code can increase the storage capacity, the system and the media noise 

which reduces the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) may restrain this application. Several kinds of 

noise are inherent in MO system. There are electronic noise, laser noise, shot noise, surface 

roughness noise, and media writing noise. The first three classes are system-related noises, while 

the last two originate from the magnetic and MO properties of the recording media. Media 

writing noise resulting from domain irregularity limits the ultimate CNR and is considered a 
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crucial noise in MO recording (Lin, 1989). Thus, an understanding of domain irregularity is 

important in order to reduce the media writing noise. The domain irregularity is in the submicron 

scale and has to be investigated through the domain structure as well as through the 

micromagnetic of magnetization reversal. Part II of chapter 3 is devoted to the study of 

magnetization reversal, domain structure, and domain wall velocity. The magnetization reversal 

was investigated in both nucleation-dominated and wall-motion-dominated media. The degree 

of jaggedness of various domain structures has been compared in terms of the fractal dimension 

of domains (Bernacki, 1991). It was found that the magnetization reversal processes are 

intimately related to the jaggedness of domain surface. The fractal dimension increases 

monotonically from wall-motion-dominated films to nucleation-dominated films. The relationships 

between the hysteresis loop and the reversal process are also discussed. 

Part III of chapter 3 highlights the effect of substrate as well as film thickness on the 

domain structures. The domain structure of Co/Pd(l.6/6.3 A)xN thin films and its relation to 

the bulk magnetic properties of the samples are studied. The Co/Pd films were deposited by rf 

and dc magnetron sputtering onto different substrates. It was found that magnetic and magneto

optical properties and domain structure of the multilayers were affected by total film thickness 

and substrate condition. 

1.2.4 Initial Magnetization Curves and Distribution of Domains in the Demagnetized State 

In the last two chapters, it is shown that quantitative bulk measurements, combined with 

qualitative observations of domain growth and contraction phenomena, provide a comprehensive 
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picture of magnetic behavior. Bulk measurements give the macroscopic behavior of the tilm, yet, 

often the microscopic magnetic behavior can be deduced from bulk measurements via proper 

experimental procedure and analysis. Thus, it is necessary to establish a bridge to associate the 

macroscopic behavior with microscopic phenomena. This effort is presented in chapter 4. 

Chapter 4 inquires into the relationships between the initial magnetization curves and the 

distribution of domains in demagnetized states. This was done specifically through an 

investigation of different demagnetized states of samples demagnetized by a variety of methods. 

The distribution of domain magnetization for the sample demagnetized by an in-plane magnetic 

field and for the sample demagnetized by a perpendicular magnetic tield were found to be quite 

different even though both states have magnetization M =0. The former state has denser and 

finer domains than the latter. In addition, both states were studied in light of the initial 

magnetization curves obtained by measurements of magneto-optic Kerr effect (KE), extraordinary 

Hall effect (HE), and magnetoresistance (MR). The initial M curve for the demagnetized state 

obtained with an in-plane magnetic field was found to be steeper than that for the state 

demagnetized with a perpendicular magnetic field. In other words, the magnetization for the fine 

domains increases with an increase in magnetic field (H), while for the coarse domains, M 

remains at zero for H below wall motion coercivity (Hw), then rises rapidly to saturated 

magnetization Ms when H is equal to Hw. Thus the relative domain sizes in the demagnetized 

states could be conjectured from the initial magnetization curve measurements. Therefore, a 

relation between the domain observation and the bulk measurement (the initial magnetization 

curve) was established. 

Besides characterizing the MO media in terms of magnetic, magneto-optical, and domain 
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structure, other physical properties such as electrical resistivity, magnetoresistance, and Hall 

resistivity were considered important quantities for MO media as well. The study of those 

parameters help us gain insight into the micromagnetic behavior of MO media. 

1.2.5 Hall effect 

It is well known that apart from the normal Hall effect, a ferromagnetic/ferrimagnetic 

material exhibits a large Extraordinary Hall Effect (EHE). Since the EHE is proportional to the 

magnetization, it can be used to characterize magneto-optical (MO) media. For instance, the 

hysteresis loop measurement of the extraordinary Hall resistivity PH provides a wealth of 

information such as He, Ku, and domain distributions in demagnetized states. Chapter 5 

investigates the mechanism of EHE, which is intimately related to other properties such as 

electric resistivity P and M.. Thus, to understand the EHE mechanism as well as to achieve a 

complete characterization of MO media, investigating the relationship among PH, p, and M. is 

important. In chapter 5, measurements of the extraordinary Hall coefficient (Rs), which is 

defined as PH/41fM" and P of Co/Pt and Co/Pd thin films as functions of temperature (T) were 

performed. The results indicate that the relationship between Rs and P could be represented as 

R.(T)=ap(T)+bp2(T), where a and b are parameters dependent on the chemical composition and 

structure of the materials. In addition, by comparing the hysteresis loops obtained in Hall voltage 

measurements, it was found that Co/Pd and Co/Pt had opposite conducting carriers. 
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1.2.6 Resistivity and Magnetoresistance 

In chapter 4, we have shown that measurement of magnetoresistance (MR) provides a 

wealth of information concerning both the macroscopic and microscopic behavior of a material. 

The MR reveals not only the coercive force distribution, but also the micromagnetic structure in 

the MO films. Chapter 6 will focus on the MR mechanism. In order to understand the 

substantial characteristic of MR, its related properties should also be studied. One of the basic 

parameters affecting MR change ratio (~p/p) is electrical resistivity (p). Besides p giving the 

bulk property, it also provides an insight into the microscopic behavior of the material. 

Especially, by performing the temperature dependence study, the physical properties such as 

Fermi level and density of state can be induced. Chapter 6 describes temperature dependence 

measurements of resistivity and magnetoresistance. Most of the experimental results can be 

explained based on the existing models, such as s-d scattering (Mott, 1935, 1936, Hajjarl et aI, 

1991), dispersion ofTb magnetic moment (Yumoto et aI, 1988), and secondary Hall effect. Thus, 

they reveal microscopic electrical and magnetic characteristics of the film. 

1.3 EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS 

Two apparatuses were used for the experiments. One was the Loop Tracer (LT) made 

by R. Hajjar (1992), and the other was the Optical Magnetic Domain Analyzer (OMDA) made 

by B. Bernacki (1992). In addition, a commercial Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) 

(Digital Measurement Systems CO.) was used to determine the magnetization. For the details 

of the LT design the reader is referred to Hajjar's dissertation (Hajjail, 1992); for the OMDA 
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system the reader is referred to Bernacki's dissertation (Bernacki, 1992). These home-made 

systems are briefly described in the following paragraphs. 

1.3.1 Loop Tracer 

The Loop Tracer shown in Fig.1-1 consists of a 21-kG electromagnet that sits on a 

rotating stage which allows the field to be applied either perpendicular or parallel to the plane of 

the sample. The Kerr rotation measurement is performed using a simple DC differential 

technique (Mansuripur, 1990). In addition to the Kerr rotation measurement, by having four 

point contacts connected in a cross fashion at the edges of the sample, magnetoresistance and Hall 

effect are simultaneously monitored. 

The measurements of KE, MR, and HE are performed while applying the external 

magnetic field either along or perpendicular to the film plane. The four different geometries are 

illustrated in Figs.I-2(a)-(d), which we have labeled perpendicular 1-+2, perpendicular 3-+4, 

longitudinal, and transverse accordingly. Figures 1-2(a), 1-2(b) show the perpendicular geometry, 

where the applied magnetic field is normal to the plane of the sample and the current flows 

between point contacts 1 and 2 (or 3 and 4). The HE is measured between 3 and 4 (or I and 2). 

In the longitudinal geometry shown in Fig.I-2(c), the magnetic field is in the plane of the sample 

and parallel to the direction of the current, which flows between terminals I and 2. The 

transverse geometry, shown in Fig.1-2(d), is similar to the longitudinal case, except that the 

current terminals are now terminals 3 and 4. 
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1.3.2 Optical Magnetic Domain Analyzer 

The OMDA is a commercial reflected-light polarization microscope, augmented with a 

single-pole, conical tip magnet capable of producing a maximum field of 5kG, that has been used 

to perform observations and recording of domain nucleation, growth, and collapse phenomena 

in magneto-optic films. By exploiting the polar Kerr effect which rotates the plane of polarization 

of the incident light, areas of opposite magnetization (or domain) may be observed. A second 

light path has been added to the microscope so that an 837 nm diode laser may be used to 

perform thermomagnetic writing on samples, while simultaneously observing the process with 

a video camera. The observations are recorded with a PC-based frame grabber that allows image 

processing for noise reduction, image segmentation, and image thresholding. In addition, the MO 

samples rest on a hot stage that can raise the temperature of the samples from ambient to 110°C. 

Figure 1-3 shows a block diagram of the OMDA. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MEASUREMENT OF MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY ENERGY CONSTANT: 

A COMPARISON OF SEVERAL TECHNIQUESt 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The perpendicular magnetic anisotropy energy constant Ku is an important property of . 

the magneto-optical recording media. Measurement of Ku has been the subject of many 

investigations (Gambino et ai, 1973). The purpose of this chapter is to compare several 

techniques which have been frequently used in measuring Ku for magneto-optical recording 

media. Such a comparison is necessary because often different techniques give different results. 

The differences in the measured Ku stem from the different micromagnetic processes involved. 

This chapter is organized as follows. The various techniques employed in this work are 

described in Section 2.2. The experimental data of Ku for four amorphous Tb.(FeCo) •.• and two 

multilayered Co/Pt thin film samples are presented in Section 2.3. These data show that the 

value of Ku obtained for Tb.(FeCo) •.• samples depends on the technique utilized, while for Co/Pt 

samples all the techniques give the same result. In Section 2.4, we interpret the differences for 

trhis chapter appeared in the following publication: Te-ho Wu, Hong Fu, R.A. Hajjar, T. 
Suzuki, and M. Mansuripur, "Measurement of magnetic anisotropy constant for magneto-optical 
recording media: A comparison of several techniques", J. Appl. Phys. 73 (3), 1368 (1993). 

------- ------- ---
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Tb.(FeCo)t .• samples based on the canting between the RE and TM subnetwork magnetizations. 

Concluding remarks are presented in Section 2.5. 

2.2 Description of the Techniques 

2.2.1 Stoner-Wohlfarth model --- the Theoretical Basis 

The measured anisotropy constant Ku is commonly deduced from the experimental data 

bas(.>.d on the Stoner-Wohlfarth (SW) model (Stoner et ai, 1948, Chikazumi et ai, 1964) under 

the assumption of the coherent magnetization rotation. In this model the total magnetic energy 

density of the tilm is written (see Figure 2-1), 

(2-1) 

where the three terms are the external field energy, the demagnetizing energy and the uniaxial 

anisotropy energy, respectively. In general, the uniaxial anisotropy energy has the form 

Ku/sin2e + Ku~in4e + ... , but we found that the first term is sufficient to match the experimental 

data for our samples. In the experiment, H and ex are known, and one measures essentially M. 

and e, using different techniques, e.g. torque magnetometry, the magneto-optical Kerr effect, 

or the extraordinary Hall effect. With H, ex, M. and e known, one can find Ku from the energy 

minimum condition, namely, 

(2-2) 

To get higher accuracy, one usually measures a series of data with varying H or ex, and then uses 
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the SW solution to best fit the curve by adjusting 1(". 

Film normal 

Ms 
H 

Film plane 
Figure 2-1. Detinitions of the angles ex and 8 for the applied tield H and the magnetization M 
relative to the film normal. 

2.2.2 The Techniques 

2.2.2.1 Torque maglletometry with the field at 45 degrees: This technique was developed 

by Miyajima et al (1976). It consists of applying a magnetic tield H at 45° to the tilm normal 

and measuring the torque L. Using L = HM. sin(45°·8), Eq.(2-2) can be written as (L/H)2 = 

0.5 M/ [ 1 - L/(Ku • 2 7r M.2) J. Therefore, by plotting (L/H)2 versus L, one can tind M. and 

Ku from the intercept and the slope of the straight line passing through the experimental data 

(Wielinga, 1979, Ishibashi et ai, 1988, Tejedor et ai, 1988). One advantage of this method is that 
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Ku and M. can be obtained simultaneously. 

2.2.2.2 Techniques based 011 Hall effect and Kerr effect: For a magnetic thin tilm the 

extraordinary Hall voltage and the magneto-optical polar Kerr rotation angle are proportional to 

the perpendicular component Mz of the magnetization M. By properly normalizing the Hall/Kerr 

signal to the height of the hysteresis loop and taking the inverse cosine of the normalized value, 

we can find the angle 8 of M as a function of the magnitude H and direction ~ of the applied 

field, i.e. 8 = 8(H,~). The saturation magnetization M, can be measured by the vibrating 

sample magnetometer (VSM) or by torque measurement. 

In the Hall effect measurement the ordinary Hall effect produced by the applied magnetic 

field must be eliminated. For the Tb.(FeCo)I .• and Co/Pt samples studied in this paper, the 

ordinary Hall effect is usually less than 1 % of the measured signal. However, the change of the 

ordinary Hall signal during the measuring process (due to the change of the external tield) can 

constitute a signiticant portion in the variation of the total signal, from which Ku is derived. This 

is especially true for samples near the compensation point, where the magnetization can only be 

slightly tilted because of the large anisotropy field, and the ordinary Hall effect can be dominant 

in the measured signal variations. We use the following method to eliminate the ordinary Hall 

effect. The measured Hall signal S is contributed by both extraordinary Hall effect Se and 

ordinary Hall effect So, i.e. S = Se(M,cos8) + So(Hcos~), where S. is proportional to Mz or cos 

e, and So to the perpendicular component of the applied field. To deduce 8 for given ~ and H, 

we basically need three signals: the signal under zero field SI = SeeM,); the signal under a 

perpendicular field of magnitude Hcos~, which is e(Jual to S2 = SeeM,) + SoC Hcos~); and the 

-------- --------
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signal under the desired field (with magnitude H and angle a) and get ~ = Se(M, cose) + 

So(Hcosa). With these signals, the tilted angle e can be found from the equation cos e = Se(M, 

cos 9)/Se(M,) = (S3+SI-S:z}/SI' In measuring 8(H,a), one can either change a or H, which leads 

to the following techniques: 

Measuring Hall effect with 45° external field: The function 9(H,a=45°) is obtained 

by applying a 45° field and measuring the Hall voltage. In this technique the ordinary Hall effect 

must be eliminated from the measured signal. Although the torque is not measured directly, one 

can deduce it from the relation L =HM,sin(45°-9) (with M. measured by VSM), and then tind 

Ku in a similar way (plotting UIW versus L) as in the 45° torque measurement. Figure 2-2 

shows the procedure of extracting Ku for a Tb20•3(FeCo)79.7 sample using this technique. Figure 

2-2(a) displays the measured signal as a function of the magnitude of the external tield applied 

at 450 to the tilm normal. The signal variation contains both extraordinary and ordinary Hall 

effects. Figure 2-2(b) displays the measured signal when the field is perpendicularly applied to 

the sample. In this case the signal variation is contributed only by the ordinary Hall effect. Figure 

2-2(c) shows the extraordinary Hall effect signal (cos 9) obtained by properly eliminating the 

ordinary Hall effect contribution from Fig.2-2(b). From Fig.2-2(c) we can tind 9 and hence L. 

The calculated L as a function of H is shown in Fig.2-2(d). In Fig.2.2(e) we see that the data 

points (L/H)2 versus L form a straight line. The crossing of the straight line at the vertical axis 

is equal to 0.5 M/, and the slope is equal to -0.5 M/I(Ku-21fM,2), from which one tinds Ku' 

Measuring Hall effect with rotatingfield (Hajjar l et ai, 1992): In this method we measure 

9(H,a) by rotating the external field (with fixed magnitude H) around the sample from 
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Figure 2-2(a), 2-2(b). Procedures in finding K.. from the experimental data in the "45 0 field/Hall 
effect" technique. (a) The measured Hall voltage versus H, the magnitude of the 45 0 field. (b) 
The measured Hall voltage versus the magnitude of the perpendicularly applied field. 
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Figure 2-2(e). Procedures in finding K,. from the experimental data in the "45 0 field/Hall effect" 
technique. (e) The data points in the Land (L/H)2 plane forms a straight line, whose slope gives 
Ku. 

a=O to 90 0 while monitoring the Hall voltage. The ordinary Hall effect must be removed from 

the measured signal. 

Measuring Hall effect with in-plane external field (Wolniasky et ai, 1986, Hajjar et ai, 

1992): In this technique we deduce the magnetization direction 8(H,a=90o) by measuring the 

Hall voltage versus the magnitude of the field H applied along an in-plane direction. One 

advantage of this technique is that, since the applied field is in-plane, there is no contribution 

from the ordinary Hall effect. 

Measuring Kerr effect with in-plane external field (Wolniansky et ai, 1986, Hajjar et ai, 
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1990): In this technique we deduce the magnetization direction S(H,cy=900) by measuring 

the Kerr rotation angle Ok (proportional to cosS) versus the magnitude H of the tield applied 

along an in-plane (CY = 90°) direction. The wavelength of the laser beam used in the Kerr 

rotation measurement is 632 nm. 

It is worth pointing out that the techniques using different external fields have some 

differences. For example, in the 45° tield techniques, the tilted angle of the magnetization vector 

is usually small, because the field itself is 45° (not too much) tilted from the tilm normal 

direction. In the in-plane field techniques, the field does have the maximum tilted angle, but the 

magnetization rotation of the sample (especially the Co/Pt samples) may become incoherent as 

the field is increased to certain threshold (Hajjar et ai, 1992, Fu et ai, 1992). The coherent 

rotation angle of the magnetization vector may thus be limited. The rotating tield technique 

provides the largest coherent rotation angle of M, because to some extent the strong external tield 

can prevent the tilm from demagnetizing. Therefore, the rotating technique offers a higher 

accuracy in the measured K... The extent of the coherent magnetization rotation is shown in Fig.2-

3 for a Co(3A)/Pt(IOA) sample, where (a) corresponds to the 45° tield technique (Smax = 19°), 

(b)represents the rotating field technique (Smax = 45°), and (c)corresponds the in-plane field 

technique (9max = 37°). The arrow in Fig.2-3(c) marks the beginning of the incoherence. 

The main difference between the Kerr effect and the Hall effect techniques is in the 

measured volume of the magnetic material. The Kerr signal is contributed by a small volume of 

the magnetic material which is located at the focus of the incident light (in the range of 

millimeters or smaller) and near the film surface (with a depth of a few hundred A). Therefore, 

the K.. measured by the Kerr effect technique can fluctuate from one place to another, and is 

------- - ----- --- ---
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Figure 2-3(a), 2-3(b). The rotation angle of M in the different Hall effect techniques for the 260 
A-thick Co(3A)/Pt(lOA) sample. (a) In the 45° field technique, the maximum coherent rotation 
angle 9 moK ::::: 19°. (b) In the rotating field technique 9mox ::::: 45°. 
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Figure 2-3(c). The rotation angle of M in the different Hall effect techniques for the 260 A-thick 
Co(3A)/Pt(lOA) sample. (c) In the in-plane field technique etnaX ::::: 37°. The arrow marks the 
beginning of demagnetization for larger H. 

suitable for films of small thicknesses. One can make use of this feature to measure the spatial 

distribution of Ku. In contrast to the Kerr effect technique, the Hall effect signal is contributed 

by the entire sample, and the measured Ku thus reflects a "bulk" property. 

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS 

In this section we present the measured magnetic anisotropy energy constants Ku and 

some other magnetic properties for four amorphous Tbx(FeCo)t_x and two multilayered Co/Pt thin-
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the anisotropy energy constants measured by the aforementioned "45 0 field/torque", "45 0 

fieldlHall effect", "rotating field/Hall effect", "in-plane field/Hall effect" and" in-plane field/Kerr 

effect" techniques. 

The amorphous Tb.(FeCo) •.• samples with x =20.3%,21.4%,24.9% and 26.4% are all 

800 A-thick, sputter-deposited on glass substrates from an alloy target. The saturation 

magnetization of these samples were measured both with a VSM and with a torque magnetometer. 

The plot of M. versus Tb content x in Fig.2-4(a) shows a dip around Xc = 23 % which 

corresponds to the compensation composition at room temperature. The measured coercivity "" 

shows a divergence around Xc, as expected for ferrimagnetic materials. A detailed study on 

coercivity mechanism can be found in recent papers by Giles and Mansuripur (199\) and by 

Suzuki et af (1992). The M. data measured by the 45 0 torque technique agree well with those 

obtained using the VSM. Figure 2-4(b) shows the measured values of K,. at room temperature, 

obtained with four different methods. These values of K,. are also listed in Table 2-1. Here we 

observe the following features: Feature 1, Ku( 45 0 IT) and Ku(90 °/K) drops in the neighborhood 

of the compensation composition. Feature 2, for a given sample, Ku(45 ° IT) is almost always 

smaller than Ku measured by the Kerr effect or Hall effect techniques. The difference is 

particularly large near the compensation composition. Feature 3, for FeCo dominant samples (x 

< xc), Ku{RotlH) and Ku(90° IH) decrease as x approaches xc, while for Tb dominant samples 

(x > xc), they increase as x approaches xc, indicating a discontinuous jump in K,. at the 

compensation point. 

In studying the above samples, we also measured M., Hc, Ku as functions of temperature 
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Figure 2-4(a), 2-4(b). The saturation magnetization M., coercivity He. and anisotropy constant 
Ku as functions of Tb content in amorphous TbK(FeCo»)'K thin films at room temperature. (a) M. 
(e) and He (fl.) obtained from VSM, and M. (+) obtained from the torque measurements. (b) 
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Table 2-1: Measured values of He, Ms and Ku for four Tb.(FeCo)I .• samples with thickness 800 
A; He unit is kOe, Ms unit is emu/ce, and Ku unit is 106 erg/ceo 

Measured Technique x=20.3% x=21.4% x=24.9% x=26.4% 
parameter 

He Hall 6.5 8.9 7.3 4.4 
effect 

Ms VSM 103 59 71 109 

Ms 45° 99 50 70 110 
Torque 

Ku(45°/T) 45° 3.30 0.96 2.9 5.00 
Torque 

Ku(Rot/H) Rotating 3.72 3.67 5.84 4.48 
Hall 

Ku(900/H) In-plane 4.82 2.94 5.71 5.62 
Hall 

Ku(900/K) In-plane 3.14 2.61 4.52 5.58 
Kerr 
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T. Figures 2-5(a) and 2-5(b) show M,(T), He(T) in the temperature range from -175 DC to +200 

DC. Figure 2-5(c) shows Ku(T) obtained with the "rotating fieldl Hall effect" technique from 

room temperature to 125 DC. Feature 3 as mentioned above can be clearly seen in Fig.2-5(c). 

That is, the T~.9(FeCo)7J.6 sample, which is nearest to the compensation composition with RE 

dominant in the temperature range of25 DC to 75 DC [cf. Fig.2-5(a»), exhibits the largest Ku. The 

Tb21 •4(FeCo)78.6 sample, which is nearest to the compenl'ation composition with TM dominant in 

the ranges of 25 DC to 100 DC [cf. Fig.2-5(a»), shows the smallest Ku. At 125 DC this sample 

is far away from the compensation point and does not show the smallest Ku any more. 

In order to compare the "45D tield/Hall effect" technique with other techniques, we 

remeasured the four Tbx(FeCo)l_x samples nine months after the above measurements. This time 

we used the VSM to measure M, and used the "in-plane field/Hall effect", "45 D tield/Hall effect" 

and "in-plane field/Kerr effect" techniques to measure Ku. The measured data are presented in 

Table 2-2. One can see that the M, values deviate slightly from the previolls measurements, but 

the values of K. and He drop significantly. We believe that these changes are due to structural 

relaxation, because a small change of atomic positions does not affect the magnetic moment, but 

it can severely affect the anisotropy. In Table 2-1 we see that Ku(90 D /K) still shows Feature I and 

Ku(90D/H) still shows Feature 3. Most importantly, we find a new feature: Feature 4, Ku(45 DIH) 

is usually greater than Ku(90 D/H). The origin of the four features will be explained in Sec.2.4 

by considering the canting between the RE and TM subnetwork magnetizations. 

To compare the techniques for single subnetwork ferromagnetic samples (where canting 

is absent), we investigated two sputtered Co(3A)/Pt(lOA) thin film samples. The 234 A-thick tilm 
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Figure 2-5(a), 2-5(b). Temperature dependence of (a) M. and (b) He for the four Tb.(FeCo)!.x 
samples. M. was obtained with a VSM. 
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Figure 2-S(c). Temperature dependence ofKu for the four Tb.(FeCo)._. samples. Ku was obtained 
with the "rotating field/Hall effect" technique. 

Table 2-2: Remeasured values of He, Ms and Ku for four Tb.(FeCo) •.• samples with thickness 800 
A. He unit is kOe, Ms unit is emu/cc, and Ku unit is 106 erg/cc. 

Measured Technique x=20.3% x=:21.4% x=24.9% x=26.4% 
parameter 

He Hall 4.3 7.4 6.3 3.5 
effect 

Ms VSM 100.3 51.4 67.5 108.8 

Ku(45°/H) 45° 3.72 2.66 3.27 3.81 
Hall 

Ku(900/H) In-plane 2.97 2.12 3.47 2.76 
Hall 

Ku(900/K) In-plane 2.77 1.92 2.73 3.34 
Kerr 
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was deposited on a silicon substrate, and the 260 A-thick film was deposited on a glass substrate. 

Table 2-3 summarizes the measured data of M. using VSM and torque magnetometry and the 

values of Ku determined with the various techniques. We see that all the different techniques 

agree very well with each other. For the 260 A-thick sample we measured Ku(T), M.(T), Hc(T), 

and 0k(T) in the temperature range from -175°C to + 125 °C. The results are shown in Fig.2-6. 

The two curves of Ku were obtained using the "Hall effect/in-plane field" and the "Kerr 

effect/in-plane field" techniques. Unlike the Tb.(FeCo)l_x samples, the values measured by the 

Kerr effect technique (using a wavelength of 632 nm) are also very close to the Hall effect 

measurements. The reason may be that the Co/Pt samples are much thinner than the Tbx(FeCo) I-x 

samples, so that the incident light can go through the whole thickness and the Kerr signal thus 

gives the bulk value of Ku, as is the case with the Hall effect measurements. Another reason 

could be that, in contrast to the Tb.(FeCo)l_x samples where the RE and TM contribute to the 

Kerr effect and Hall effect in different proportions, both Kerr and Hall signal are contributed by 

the same magnetic subnetwork in the Co/Pt samples. 

Table 2-3: Comparison between two Co(3A)/Pt(IOA) samples in terms of their Ms values 
obtained with VSM and TM, and in terms of Ku values obtained with five different techniques. 
Ms unit is emu/cc, and Ku unit is 106 erg/cc. (data obtained at the room temperature.) 

!thick- Ms Ms Ku Ku Ku Ku Ku 
ness (VSM) (45°/T) (Rot/H) (90° /H) (90 0 /K) (45°/H) (45°/T) 

~34A 298 284 5.20 5.18 5.03 5.28 6.41 

~60A 188 183 2.30 2.29 2.38 2.30 2.85 

------------- ---
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2.4 THE CANTING MODEL EXPLANATION 

It should be emphasized that, in all the aforementioned techniques, K.. is extracted from 

the experimental data on the basis of the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. This treatment is only suitable 

for the coherent rotation of magnetization. If the coherent rotation were the case, K.. should not 

have depended on the technique. It is also worth pointing out that the drop in Ku near the 

compensation point is only apparellt, i.e. it does not correspond to a decrease of the anisotropy 

energy required to bring the subnetwork magnetization to in-plane direction. This nature is also 

reflected by the fact that the width and the depth of the drop depend on the measurement 

techniques. 

In this section we show that the four features observed for the Tb.(FeCo)._x samples originate 

from the canting between the RE and TM subnetwork magnetizations. The canting model was 

first proposed by Rinaldi and Pareti in 1979 (Rinaldi et ai, 1979). They pointed out that in RE

TM compounds the exchange coupling is not strong enough to force the two subnetworks into 

complete alignment. Based on this concept, Sarkis and Callen showed that for ferrimagnetic RE

TM alloys the canting can lead to an apparent drop of anisotropy constant (measured by torque) 

near compensation point (Sarkis et ai, 1982). This apparent drop of K.. was also observed by 

Takagi et al (1979) and Hellman et al (1989), and discussed recently by Hellman et al (1991). 

The aim of this section is to study the influence of the canting on the anisotropy constant 

measured by the techniques based on the Hall effect and Kerr effect. 

The canting model takes into account the individual directions of the subnetwork 

------_ .. - - .. - .. ----- -- _. 
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magnetizations MR for RE and MT for TM, see Fig.2-7(a). Based on this model it becomes clear 

why the torque, Hall effect and Kerr effect techniques give different 1<", because the signal comes 

from different sources. The measured torque is associated with the net magnetization of the RE 

and TM subnetworks; the Hall effect is contributed by the TM subnetwork magnetization; and 

the Kerr effect is mainly contributed by the TM subnetwork, but a small part of the signal comes 

also from RE subnetwork, depending on the laser wavelength. 

In torque measurement, the reason why a small canting (usually on the order of 1°) can 

cause a large discrepancy in Ku can be easily explained as follows. Consider the direction a of 

the net magnetization M under an external tield. In the SW model, e is directly related to 1<", 

Le. for a given field a smaller e implies a larger Ku. However, when 0 ;z! 0 and MR == MT, e 

can be very large even though 0, eR and aT are all very small, see Fig.2-7(a). Ohviously, this 

large a is not a result of small Ku, but a result of the canting near compensation. Therefore, 

using the SW model to treat the data of e would lead to an apparent drop in 1<". Far away from 

the compensation, the small canting only causes a slight tilt of M from the subnetwork 

magnetizations, see Fig.2-7(b), and both the Stoner-Wohlfarth model and the canting model give 

the same result for Ku. In the following we discuss the canting model in some detail. 

Let us first study the RE-dominant case (Le. MR > MT) shown in Fig.2-7(a). In terms 

of MR and MT, and the subnetwork anisotropy constants KR and KT, the total energy is written 

EIO,=H[MRcos(a. -9R) -MTcos(a. -9T)] +[KRsin20R+Krsin20T] 

+2n(MRcos9R-MTCos9T)2_AMRMTcos(9R-9T) . 

(2-3) 
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H 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2-7. Schematic diagram showing how the canting between RE and TM subnetworks 
causes the apparent drop of Ku near compensation. (a) near compensation e can be large even 
if eR, eT and 0 are small (0 ~ 0). (b) far away from compensation, M is almost parallel to the 
major subnetwork magnetization and e is small. 

Here the first three terms are the external, anisotropy and demagnetizing energy density. The 

last term is the exchange coupling energy density between RE and TM subnetworks. By 

calculating the exchange energy between RE and TM atoms per unit volume, one can show that 

the dimensionless coupling constant A is given by 

----------------- ----

A. = 2(Z+1) IJRE-:rul 
2 

NgREg:ruIlB 

(2-4) 
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where Z is the average coordination number (number of nearest neighbor atoms), 2J RE-TM the 

exchange energy per RE-TM pair, N the total atomic number density, gRE and gTM the 

gyro magnetic factor, and iJ.o (= 9.27 X 10-21 emu) the Bohr magneton. The various numbers 

for a specific RE-TM material can be found in (Mansuripur et ai, 1986). For Tb.(FeCo)I_., we 

have Z = 12, JRE-TM = -1O-1Serg, gRE = I.S, gTM = 2. Thus, using N = S X 1022 cm-3
, we have 

A :::: 1800. It is worth pointing out that A is independent of temperature and composition within 

the framework of the mean-field theory. The temperature and composition dependence of the 

exchange energy ( - A MR-MT ) are contained in MR and MT. 

The solution for 9 R and 9T of Eq.(2-3) can be found by minimizing Elol with respect to 

9 R and 9 T. Near compensation, both 9 R and 9 T are small (e.g. < 10°), and Eq.(2-3) can be 

solved analytically by neglecting 0(9R
2

) and 0(9./) terms. Defining the subnetwork anisotropy 

fields HR = 2 KRI MR and HT = 2 KT/Mn the solution of Eq.(2-3) in the case of MR > MT can 

be written as follows: 

Hsinex(AMs -HR-Hcosex) 
eT=-----------------------~--~--------------------

A(2KR+2KT-41tMs2+HMscosex)+(HT-Hcosex+41tMJ(HR+Hcosex-41tMJ 

Eq.(2-S) contains actually four unknowns: A, MR or MT (since M. = I MR - MTI can be measured 

by VSM), KR and KT; so it is usually a complicated problem to determine A experimentally. 

However, Eq.(2-S) simplifies drastically if we keep the sample at Tcomp and apply an external field 

in the film plane. In this case MR = MT (M. = 0) and €X = 90 0
, and the total in-plane 
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magnetization component MI resulting from the canting between RE and TM is given by 

(2-6) 

In Eq.(2-6) we have neglected a term Q = 2 KRKT/[MRMT(KR+KT)] in comparison with A in the 

denominator. This is accurate (Q = 0) in the case of KT = O. For another extreme case of KT 

= KR, we have Q = 4 KR/MR 2• Consider a typical case of KR == 1 ()Ii erg cm,3 and MR == 10-' emu 

cm,3, we find Q = 4, which is still much smaller than A (== 10"). Eq.(2-6) shows that, if we 

measure Mias a function of H at Teom,. and plot H versus M I (a straight line), then A is precisely 

the slope. This simple relation enables us to measure A directly. 

Now we discuss the behavior of Ku (as defined in the SW model) hased on the canting 

model. The numerical results are plotted in Fig.2-8. Let us tirst discuss the torque measurement. 

The torque L is given by L = HMsin (a-9). From Fig.2-7 we have Msin9 = Mil sin 9 R - MT 

sin 9 T and M cos 9 = MR sin 9 R - M'i' sin 9 T• Therefore, L is written as 

From Eqs.(2-5) and (2-7) we can find (LlH)2 as a function of L for a = 45°, which is generally 

a curve (not a straight line as predicted by the SW model) due to the canting, as observed in our 

torque measurement. Using a straight line (LlH)2 = a - b L to match this curve by the least 

squares method, we find the coefficients a and b, and K.. is then given by Ku = 4 7r a + alb, see 

Sec. 2.2.1. Eqs.(2-3), (2-5) and (2-7) are for MR > MT, but the solution for the case MR < MT 

can be obtained simply by making the change R - T in the subscripts. 

---'---
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In the Hall/Kerr effect measurements, the signal is known to be mainly contributed by 

the TM. In the calculations we have assumed all the measured signal is contributed by the TM 

subnetwork. In extracting Ku from the experimental data based on the SW model, this assumption 

means 9 in the SW model is considered to be /9T /, where we have assumed 9 to be positive 

because it is deduced from cos9T in the Hall/Kerr measurement. The theoretical Ku for the 

Hall/Kerr techniques is calculated in the following way. For a given series of field strength and 

angle { HI> al }, which simulates a specific technique (45 0
, in-plane or rotating field), we first 

use the canting model solution Eq.(2-5) to obtain a series of data points 9C'~nt.1 == /9'1'(H;,a;) /. On 

the other hand, we also find a series of data points 9.w.; == 9(H;,a;) from the SW model for given 

M. = / MR - MT / and Ku (unknown). The error between the two series of data E 1 (9,·unl.1 - 9,wY 

is a function of Ku. We can thus find Ku by minimizing the error. 

To numerically simulate our measurements, we allowed the atomic percentage of the RE 

element, XR, vary from 0.19 to 0.27, but kept the temperature to be room temperature. Based 

on the room temperature experimental data of M., we use MR = 2644 XR emu cm"), MT = 799 

(I-XR) emu cm"3. Thus, for the (FeCo)-dominant sample Tb20•3(FeCo)79.7 we have M. = MT - MR 

= 100 emu cm"3; for the Tb-dominant sample Tb26•4(FeCo)73.6 we have M, = MR - MT = 110 

emu cm"3. The room temperature compensation composition is Xc = 23.2 %, at which MR = MT 

= 613 emu cm·3. KT is assumed to be zero. KR is chosen to be equal to 2.05 x 107 XR erg cm"3, 

which is the only parameter that we adjust to match the experimental data. We use the mean-field 

theory result for the exchange coupling constant, i.e. A = 1800. 

The calculated Ku versus (MR-MT) for the torque and Hall effect techniques are shown 

------- ."---- -" 
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Figure 2·8. The calculated Ku as a function of (MR . MT). The solid line is the subnetwork 
(physical) anisotropy constant KR• The dash-dotted curve is for Ku(45°/T). The dashed curve 
corresponds to Ku(Rot/H), which are actually equal to Ku(45 ° IH) (not shown), and the dotted 
curve corresponds to Ku(9001H). The corresponding experimental data are also given. The tour 
features observed in the experiments are clearly reproduced by the canting model. 

in Fig.2-8. The solid line is the subnetwork anisotropy constant KR, which is the intrinsic physical 

property of the material. The calculated Ku(45°/T), Ku(Rot/H) and Ku(900/H) are represented by 

the dot-dashed curve, the dashed curve and the dotted curve, respectively. The calculated 

Ku(45°/H) (not shown) is found to be actually equal to the calculated K.(Rot/H). To attempt a 

quantitative comparison between the calculated and the measured K., the experimental data based 

on the three techniques are also shown in Fig.2-8. From this figure we see that the canting model 
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results show all the four features observed in the measurements as we mentioned in Sec.2.3. 

That is, K..(45°/T) drops near compensation composition (Feature I); Ku(45°/T) is smaller than 

Ku measured by the Hall/Kerr effect techniques (Feature 2); near compensation, K..(Rot/H) and 

Ku(90o/H) exhibit a dip for TM-dominant samples and a peak for RE-dominant samples (Feature 

3); Ku(45°/H) (= Ku(Rot/H) > Ku(90o/H) (Feature 4). We have thus shown how the canting 

causes the various apparent behaviors of Ku near the compensation point. These features are 

tound to be general in the canting model, as far as the parameters used are of the correct order 

of magnitude as listed below Eq.(2-4). 

The physics of the dip and the peak appearing near the compensation point can be 

explained with the help of Fig.2-9. The dashed arrows represent the magnetization in the case 

of infinite coupling. In reality, the coupling constant is tinite, which has the tollowing 

consequences: In the case of MT > MR, MT (which provides the main part of the Hall signal) is 

more tilted than the dashed arrow, while the opposite is true in the case of MR > MT. This leads 

to an under-estimate of Ku for the TM-dominant case and an over-estimate for the RE-dominant 

case. 

It is important to notice that the extent of the apparent deviations is much different for 

the various techniques. In the torque technique the apparent dip is very wide and starts at I MR-

MT I ::::: 100 emu cm'), see Fig.2-8. In the Hall/Kerr effect case the width of the apparent dip and 

peak depends on whether the RE contributes to the signal. Let SRE be the percentage contributed 

by RE to the total measured signal. It is generally believed that SRE < 50 %, as evidenced by 

the fact that the hysteresis loop switches sign as the sample crosses the compensation point. Our 
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Film normal Film normal 

H 
H 

Figure 2-9. Schematic explanation of the dip and the peak in Ku measured by the Hall effect 
techniques. The dashed arrows represent the subnetwork magnetizations for intinite coupling, 
while the solid arrows are for finite coupling. (a) In the TM-dominant case, MT is more tilted 
than the dashed arrow, thus leading to the dip. (b) In the RE-dominant case, MT is less tilted than 
the dashed arrow, which causes the peak. 

simulations (not shown) show that both dip and peak are very narrow for SRE = 0; they become 

broader with increasing SRE (but even for SRE = 40 % they are still much narrower than the 

torque case); and in the limiting case of SRE = 50 % the peak disappears and the dip becomes 

very wide (similar to torque). To match the Hall effect experimental data K.(Rot/H) and 

Ku(90° IH), we have used SRE = 0 (see Fig.2-8). The fact that Ku(90° IK) do not show the peak 

means that SRE for Kerr effect is larger than zero. This result (i.e. SRE = 0 for Hall effect and 
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SRB > 0 for Kerr effect) is consistent with the mechanisms for the extraordinary Hall effect and 

the magneto-optical Kerr effect (Fu et ai, 1992). 

2.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this chapter we have experimentally demonstrated and theoretically shown that the so

called intrinsic magnetic anisotropy constant Ku for ferrimagnetic RE-TM materials as detined 

in the SW model is dependent on the measurement technique. Five different techniques hased on 

torque, Hall effect and Kerr effect are discussed. The main difference among the techniques 

comes from the fact that they measure different combinations of the RE and TM suhnetwork 

magnetizations which are not strictly anti-parallel, as it is taken for granted in most cases. Due 

to the canting between RE and TM subnetworks, all the techniques produce some unexpected 

behavior in Ku. The torque technique produces a wide and deep apparent dip. The Hall effect 

techniques produce a much narrower dip for the TM-dominant case and a narrow peak for the 

RE-dominant case. The Kerr effect technique is much like Hall effect technique, though it does 

not produce the apparent peak. In this regard, the Hall and Kerr effect techniques are more 

applicable for ferrimagnetic RE-TM samples. However, for a complete characterization of a RE

TM sample, one must know all the subnetwork properties including MR, MT, KR, Kr , and X, 

which can only be determined when both 9 R(H,a) and 9 T(H,a) are measured. None of the 

techniques discussed in this paper is capable hy its own to provide complete information on hoth 

9 R and 9 r. To achieve this goal, one has to combine two different techniques, for example the 

torque and the Hall effect techniques, in the measurements. 

------- -~------ ---
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CHAPTER 3 

OBSERVATION OF DOMAINS 

PART I: ASSESSMENT OF THE LOCAL VARIATIONS IN THE COERCIVITyt 

3.1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Bulk measurements of magnetization M" coercivity He, and anisotropy constant KII , 

provide important information in assessing magneto-optical (MO) thin-film performance. 

However, bulk measurements provide an average value for these magnetic attributes. Due to 

locally varying deposition conditions (Satoh et ai, 1991), e.g. pressure, substrate bias, plasma 

uniformity, substrate preparation, etc, the magnetic properties of MO films can vary according 

to position, which in turn alters the domain nucleation, growth, and collapse mechanisms of the 

film (Lin et ai, 1988, Pokhil et ai, 1990). Some researchers have adapted bulk measurement 

methods to permit sampling films on a micron scale to investigate these spatial variations of 

magnetic properties (Shieh et ai, 1988). Here, we present qualitative observations for four MO 

films that exhibit local variations in domain structure and related properties. These observations 

provide a glimpse into the magnetic non-uniformity of rare earth-transition metal (RE-TM) alloy 

films and multilayered thin films. 

The apparatus used for the observations was the Optical Magnetic Domain analyzer 

(OMDA) which had been described in chapter 1 (see Fig. 1-3). 

fThis part appeared in the following publication: B. Bernacki, Te-ho Wu, and M. 
Mansuripur, "Assessment of the local varitions in the coercivity", J Appl. Phys. 73 (10),6838 
(1993) 
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3.1.2 OBSERVATIONS 

The first series of observations were made on a Co/Pt multilayered thin film, 

Co(3A)/Pt(lOA) x 18 layers. These observations demonstrate bidirectional nucleation behavior. 

First, the film was saturated to provide a uniform nucleation environment. Figure 3-1-1(a) shows 

the nucleation of two domains at defect sites on the film. After nucleation and domain expansion, 

the film is saturated again, this time in the reverse direction and the external field slowly reversed 

to begin nucleation of oppositely-magnetized domains. In Fig.3-1-1(b), the same defect sites 

serve to nucleate two reverse domains with features comparable to those shown in Fig.3-1-1 (a). 

Local variations in wall motion coercivity can be made more apparent by using the image 

storage and subtraction feature of the OMDA. In Fig.3-1-2, two domains are nucleated in the 

Co/Pt sample and allowed to grow to a fixed size. The magnetic field is then reduced to zero, 

and the images recorded. The magnetic field is increased slowly to permit additional domain 

growth. The previously recorded image is subtracted from the present domain image. In Fig.3-

1-2, the original domain appears white, while the second growth area of the domain is black. 

A uniform magnetic field must be assumed since the field-of-view in Fig.3-1-2 is 200 x 200 JJ.m, 

while the pole tip of the magnet which is centered on the optical axis is 3mm in diameter. 

Moreover, when the sample was rotated in the xy plane of the stage the same asymmetrical 

behavior was observed. Here, the image subtraction reveals a distinct directional preference for 

domain wall motion. 

A final experiment with the Co/Pt sample provides a glimpse of the nucleation and 
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a) 

Figure 3-1-1: I- 20jlm --1. Nucleation of two domains at defect sites on a Co/Pt thin mOl. (a) 
With M saturated in the +Z direction, nucleation began at H= -2.91 kOe. (b) With M saturated 
in the -Z direction, nucleation began at H= +2.91 kOe. 
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Figure 3-1-2. t- 20jtm -f. Image subtraction is used to show two stages of domain growth. Note 
the directional preference for wall motion in this Co/Pt sample. 

growth processes in MO media. Figure 3-1-3(a) shows a domain nucleated with He = 2.86 kOe 

and allowed to grow slowly on a uniformly saturated film. The external magnetic field is then 

reduced to halt domain growth, and then slowly reversed. Instead of uniform collapse of the 

domain, we observe sub-microscopic regions that were not reversed by the original nucleation 

field emerge and serve as nucleation sites in the reverse direction; the pattern in Fig.3-1-3(b) is 

obtained for H = -2.55kOe, which is substantially less than the coercive field, He. 

The next series of images depict the asymmetrical domain collapse in a T~.3(FeCo)79.7 

film deposited on glass substrate. Here, the film is saturated, and a magnetic field applied in the 

opposite direction to begin domain nucleation at 3.5 kOe. Figure 3-1-4(a) depicts the resulting 
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a) 

b) 

Figure 3-1-3(a), 3(b). I-20ltm -I. Domain nucleated at He = 2.86 kOe and allowed to grow 
slowly in a uniformly magnetized Co/Pt film. (b) When the external field is reversed to -2.55 
kOe a maze-like pattern develops. 
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a) .. 

" 

b) 

.. 

Figure 3-1-4(a), 3-1-4(b). Nonuniform domain collapse in a Tb2l},3(FeCo)79,7 film on glass 
substrate. (a) Domain afterinitial nucleation and expansion under H=3.5 kOe. (b) Onset of the 
collapse at H=-3.2 kOe. 
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Figure 3-1-4(c). 1-20J,tm-l. Nonuniform domain collapse in a Tb20,3(FeCo)79.7 film on glass 
substrate. (c) Snap-shot of partially collapsed domain after 30 seconds. 

Figure 3-1-5. Asymmetrical domain expansion illustrates the influence of spatial variations of 
magnetic properties on domain wall motion in a Tb20•3(FeCo)79.7 film on silicon substrate. 
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domain after nucleation and expansion. The external field is then reversed slowly, and Fig.3-1-

4(b) shows the onset of collapse at about -3.2kOe. As the field is increased still further in the 

reverse direction, Fig.3-1-4(c) is obtained which shows an asymmetrical collapse pattern. 

Another Tb20•3(FeCo)79.7 sample was deposited during the same run on a silicon substrate, 

and its domain behavior is somewhat different from that of the sample on glass. One difference 

is that the sample on silicon substrate has a less jagged domain boundary. As can be seen clearly 

by comparing Fig. 3-1-4(a) and Fig.3-1-S. In addition, Fig.3-1-S provides another example of 

the application of image subtraction to illustrate the spatial variations of magnetic properties. The 

film is first saturated, and a domain nucleated at about H = 2.86kOe and allowed to expand to 

the extent shown by the inner white area. The field is reduced to zero, and the image is stored. 

The applied field is increased again and the wall allowed to expand further before being 

photographed again. The subtracted image in Fig.3-1-S shows a certain degree of asymmetry in 

the growth process of the domain. 

By examining several locations on another RE-TM sample, Tb26.6(FeCo)73.4, several other 

expansion and collapse behaviors were observed. In Fig.3-1-6 the domain was nucleated at H= -

3.26 kOe on a saturated film and allowed to expand to fill a large area within the field-of-view. 

An external field just enough to begin magnetization reversal was subsequently applied and held 

constant at 3.19 kOe. After one minutes, we observed reverse domains nucleating within the 

interior of the original domain, while at the same time slight movements of the original domain 

wall also occurred, see Fig.3-1-6(b). At another location on the same sample when the film is 

saturated in the + Z direction, we could nucleate and expand a domain from a defect site, as 
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a) 

b) 

Figure 3-1-6. Domain expansion and collapse in a T~.6(FeCo)73.4 sample. (a) Domain nucleated 
in a saturated film and allowed to grow to a diameter of approximately 160 J.l.m at H=-3.26 kOe 
(b) A reverse field of H=-3.19 kOe is sufficient to begin magnetization reversal; reverse domains 
nucleate within the interior of the original domain. 
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a) 

Figure 3-1-7. Nucleation and expansion of domain from a defect site. The film is initially 
saturated in the +Z direction and nucleation occurs near the central spot at H=-3.19 kOe . (b) 
When saturated in the -Z direction nucleation occurs outside the field-of-view, and the reversed 
domain sweeps across the image. Note the encircling of the central defect site by the advancing 
domain wall. 
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Figure 3-1-8. A Tb33(FeCo)67 sample on glass substrate shows a distinct preference for domain 
growth along the horizontal direction. 

shown in Fig.3-1-7(a). However, when saturated in the -Z direction, the reversal began outside 

the field-of-view and the nucleated domain swept across the image while avoiding the defect site 

(see Fig.3-1-7(b)). The defect in this case thus seemed to act as an unidirectional nucleation site. 

A final example of directional magnetic behavior is shown in Fig.3-1-8 for a Tb33(FeCo )67 

sample. The film was initially saturated along -Z and the nucleation began at + 1.60 kOe; the 

image was taken 15 seconds after nucleation. The image shows a distinct preference for domain 

growth in the horizontal direction. We speculate that polishing of the substrate glass along a 

given axis, (as opposed to polishing in a random orbit) produces scratches in the substrate that 
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provide a favorable direction for domain wall propagation. 

3.1.3 SUMMARY 

Domain nucleation, growth and collapse mechanisms in MO media can vary among 

different locations due to the presence of magnetic and structural inhomogeneities in the film. 

By using a OMDA equipped with basic image processing equipment, qualitative observations can 

be made and examples of anomalous domain behavior can be recorded. Observations of domain 

growth phenomena combined with quantitative bulk measurements can provide a comprehensive 

picture of the magnetic phenomena in MO films. 

The magnetization reversal presented in this part corresponded to wall-motion-dominant 

media. In the next part ( part II), both nucleation-dominated and wall-motion-dominated media 

will be discussed. Moreover, in order to quantify the domain structure, the degree of jaggedness 

of various structures will be compared in terms of the fractal dimension. 
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PART II: DOMAIN NUCLEATION, GROWTH, AND CONTRACTIONt 

3.2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Media writing noise resulting from domain irregularity limits the ultimate carrier-to-noise 

ratio (CNR) and is considered a crucial noise in magneto-optical (MO) recording (Lin, 1989). 

An understanding of domain irregularity is important in order to reduce the media writing noise. 

The domain irregularity is in the submicron scale and has to be investigated through the domain 

structure as well as through the micromagnetics of magnetization reversal. 

In this part, we study the domain structure by comparing the degree of jaggedness of 

various domains in terms of their fractal dimension (D). Also, the magnetization reversal is 

examined by applying an external magnetic field and observing the following different stages:(i) 

the nucleation of reversed domains, (ii) their local expansion from the nuclei (for the nucleation-

dominated reversal), (iii) their growth by large domain-wall displacement (for the wall-motion-

dominated reversal), and (iv) the final reversal of small hard magnetic entities near high 

anisotropy defects (Pommier, 1990). 

Prior to studying reversal, the films were saturated in one direction by applying a 

perpendicular magnetic field greater than He (H - 5 kOe). Then a field near the nucleation 

coercivity HN was applied. The second stage was studied by observing the nucleation rate of the 

film. The third stage was investigated by measuring the domain wall velocity (V DonJ with 

t Most of this part appeared in the following publication: Te-ho Wu and M. Mansuripur, 
"Observations of domain nucleation and growth in magneto-optical recording media", Proc. of 
MORIS'92, J. Magn. Soc. Jpn. 17 S1, 131 (1993). 
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different applied fields. The last stage was examined by increasing the magnetic field ~ HN to 

overcome the energy barriers of high anisotropy sites. The origin of those high anisotropy sites 

came from the fact that local defects can modify the magnetic anisotropy thus generating hard 

magnetic centers which pin the domain wall, forming magnetic nuclei. The number of magnetic 

nuclei near high anisotropy defects remaining at a given time is reduced when the applied field 

H is increased, approaching zero when H approaches the saturation field HI' Estimation of H. 

is not easy since a few submicron magnetic nuclei can always exist in the so-called saturated 

state. Usually these nuclei are too small to be seen with an optical microscope. Since they serve 

as natural nucleation centers for initiating domain growth, one way to tell their existence is by 

applying an opposite field to grow those nuclei. In this way, the defects with high anisotropy can 

be located. 

3.2.2 EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS 

The apparatuses used for our experiments were a Loop Tracer and a OMDA which were 

described in chapter 1 (see Figs.l-l, 1-3). The ruler method has been used for computing the 

fractal dimension of magnetic domains (Bernacki et ai, 1991). In this method, rulers with 

different length (r) are used to measure the total length L(r) of a boundary. Figure 3-2-1 shows 

an example of the plot of total length L(r) versus ruler length r for various applied magnetic field 

H for the Co/Pt sample. Domain wall velocity, V Dom' was obtained by measuring the average 

domain radius and dividing it by growing time. 

The samples studied are listed in Table 3-2-1. Samples A 1 and A2 are Co/Pt, while B 1, 

B2, and B3 are amorphous TbFeCo. 
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Figure 3-2-2. Fractal dimension D vs H for sample At. The domain images two extreme cases. 
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3.2.2.1 Fractal Dimension of Domains 

Our measurements show that the domain fractal dimension D depends on both the applied 

field H, the magnetization M., and the temperature T. In the case of CofPt samples, D decreases 

with increasing H. On the other hand, for TbFeCo samples, the difference of D with various H 

(within the region of2.9 kOe to 3.3 kOe for sample B1, and 2.5 kOe to 2.8 kOe for sample B3) 

is less than 1 %. Figure 3-2-2 displays the results of fractal dimension measurements versus H. 

For the CofPt sample, since the larger field overcomes higher anisotropy entities, more applied 

field results in less jaggedness. The inset pictures show the extreme cases of jagged domains. 

The difference of D with various H implies that TbFeCo films are more homogeneolls than 

CofPt. 

Figure 3-2-3(a) shows the temperature dependence of D for both B1 and B3 samples. 

Comparing to Fig.3-2-3(b) of magnetization versus temperature, we might conclude that the 

fractal dimension is correlated with the magnetization. Actually, a fractal model suggested by 

Sayko et al (1992) shows that D ex M/fT. Our experimental results also reveal this relationship 

(see Fig.3-2-3(c)). 

3.2.2.2. Magnetization Reversal (Mansuripur, 1988) 

In this section we describe two magnetization reversal processes; one is nucleation

dominated (ND), the other is wall-motion-dominated (WMD). In addition, in order to understand 

the relationships between the hysteresis loop and the reversal process, hysteresis loops with initial 

magnetization curves are included for comparison. 
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Table 3-2-1: Magnetic, magneto-optical, and transport properties of amorphous Tb.(FeCo), .• and 
multilayered Co(3A)/Pt(lOA)xN thin film samples at room temperature. Kerr effect 
measurements were performed at A=633 nm. 

sample Al A2 B1 B2 B3 

content N=18 N=20 x=20.3% x=21.4% x=26.4% 

substrate silicon glass ~i1icon/glass silicon/glass glass 

~ickness(A) 234 260 800 800 800 

M. (emu/cc) 298 188 103 59 109 

He (kOe) 4.0 3.1 4.2 7.2 ~.5 

TCuri.CC) ---- ---- 230 215 195 

9 k (deg.) 0.16 0.13 1.04 1.01 0.88 

PH (jLO-cm) 0.37 ~.76 9.42 9.68 8.28 
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Figure 3-2-3(a). Fractal dimension D vs temperature for samples B 1 (. )and B3( A). 
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Figure 3-2-3(b), 3-2-3(c). (b) Magnetization vs temperature. (c) D vs M/fT for samples Bl(e) 
and B3(A). 
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Nucleation-dominated behavior: Figure 3-2-4(a) is an image of the ND reversal process 

for sample A2. Nucleation centers appear randomly over the surface and domains grow 

irregularly from these nuclei over small length scales (less than 3 Jtm). The reversal in this 

situation is perhaps affected by the weak exchange coupling between adjacent patches of material 

(pu et ai, 1992). Figures 3-2-4(b), 3-2-4(c) show further evidence of patchy structure. The six 

circular domains in Fig.3-2-4(b) were created by pulsing an 8 mW diode laser for 3 ms with a 

bias field of 2.55 kOe. Figure 3-2-4(c) shows the nucleation of small domains existing near 

domain walls by applying an external tield of 2.96 kOe. The lack of propagation of domain 

walls indicates that the wall motion coercivity is larger than the nucleation coercivity, which is 

perhaps due to a weak exchange between adjacent patches of magnetic material. The Hall 

hysteresis loop is shown in Figure 3-2-4(d). Notice that the saturation field H, of the initial curve 

is the same as the saturation field of the hysteresis loop. This is typical of ND reversal 

processes. 

Wall-motion-dominated behavior: In the WMD case, domains nucleate from widely 

separated low anisotropy defects (nucleation centers). The location of nucleation sites depends 

upon the magnetic history of the sample. However, in order to compare to the previous case, 

we created four nucleation centers on sample Bl (glass substrate). The four domains in Fig.3-2-

5(a) were written by 20 Jts laser pulses with no bias field. For H < Hw no domain growth takes 

place. When H is greater than Hw the domain begins to grow. Figure 3-2-5(b) shows domain 

expansion under H= -3.55 kOe after 5 minutes. Figure 3-2-5(c) shows a typical Hall loop for 

WMD case. Notice that the saturation field Hal of initial curve occurs before Ha2 , the saturation 

field of the loop; this is typical for WMD reversal. Compared with the loop in Figure 3-2-4(d), 
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Figure 3-2-4(a), 3-2-4(b). Sample At, ND dominant behavior. (a) Nucleation begins after 
applying H=3.13 kOe. (b) The six domains were written by 3 ms pulses of an 8 mW laser with 
H = 2.55 kOe. 
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Figure 3-2-4(c), 3-2-4(d). Sample At, ND dominant behavior. (c) After applying H=2.96 kOe 
for 60 secs. (d) Hysteresis loop for a typical ND case. The arrow marks H. of both the initial 
curve and the loop. 
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(a) I- 20Jlm-l 

Figure 3-2-5(a), 3-2-5(b). Sample Bl, WMD behavior. (a) Four domains created by 8 mw, 20 
its laser pulses. (b) The growing of four domains after 5 minutes of H=-3.55 kOe. 
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Figure 3-2-6(a). Domain motion velocity VOom versus H at different temperatures for sample Bl. 
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the initial curve near Hw is steeper in this case. This is another distinguishing feature of the 

WMO reversal. 

By monitoring the growth time and measuring the average domain size, the wall motion 

velocity VOom can be obtained. Figure 3-2-6(a) shows plots of VOom versus the applied field for 

sample Bl at four different temperatures. Figures 3-2-6(b) and 3-2-6(c) show similar plots for 

samples B3 and A 1. The results show that V Dom depends on the sample temperature under the 

same external field. 

3.2.2.3 Transition from wall-motion to nucleation-dominated behavior: 

Effect of temperature on the reversal processes: Some samples demonstrate a transition 

from WMO to NO behavior with increasing temperature. Figure 3-2-7 illustrates this transition 

for sample AI. Figure 3-2-7(a) presents the wall-motion-dominated image at 25°C. The 

nucleation rate increases with increasing temperature, as can be seen in Figures 3-2-7(b) and 3-2-

7(c), becoming nucleation-dominated after 80°C. Figure 7(d) depicts the nucleation-dominated 

domains at 100°C, and Figure 7(e) shows the corresponding changes of the Kerr loop between 

25°C and 100°C. As marked by the arrows 1 and 2, the initial curves also reveal the change of 

magnetization reversal process. The increase in nucleation centers with increasing temperature 

is perhaps affected by the weak exchange coupling between adjacent patches, and/or the reduced 

anisotropy energy of the patches. 

Effect of annealing on the fractal dimension and reversal processes: The reversal process 

may undergo a transition from WMO to NO type via structural relaxation or partial crystallization 

of the sample. This may be observed by annealing the sample at moderate 
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(a) I- 20"m-l 

Figure 3-2-7(a), 3-2-7(b). Images of domain for sample Al at different temperature. (a) At 
T=25°C. (b) At T=50°C. 
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Figure 3-2-7(c), 3-2-7(d). Images of domain for sample At at different temperature. (c) At 
T=7SoC. (d) At T= 100°C. 
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Figure 3-2-7(e). The Kerr hysteresis loops at T=2SoC and T= 100°C. Notice the WMD 
signature at saturation field marked 1 and the ND signature at the saturation field marked 2. 

temperatures for several minutes. After relaxation, He is found to be significantly lower and the 

domain boundaries are more jagged, but the magnetization and Kerr rotation angle remain 

unchanged. If the annealing temperature is too high the hysteresis loop loses its squareness and 

the reversal becomes nucleation-dominated. In the following we show the reversal process 

changes from WMO to NO type via annealing treatment for sample B2 (silicon substrate). 

Figure 3-2-8 shows the hysteresis loop of the film before annealing, the initial 

magnetization curve indicates that this film is a feature of WMD behavior. 
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Figure 3-2-8. Hysteresis loop of sample B2 before annealing. 
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Figure 3-2-9(a). Sample Bl. Hysteresis loop after 220°C annealing. 
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b) 

c) 

Figure 3-2-9(b), 3-2-9(c). (b) Using an 8 mw laser under -2.39 kOe bias field to create a line 
domain. Domain expands immediately after the domain is created. (c) Domain shrinks under 
H= +2.2 kOe for 4 sees. 
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a. Annealing at 220°Cfor 3 minutes: After annealing, a line domain is written with bias 

field of -2.39 kOe. Figure 3-2-9 shows the growth and contraction of this domain as well as the 

corresponding loop of the sample. The initial magnetization curve shows that this film is still 

WMO type. The domain shown in Fig.3-2-9(b) is more jagged (0:::: 1.17) than before heat 

treatment (D:::: 1.06). 

b. Annealing at 260°C for 5 minutes: In this case, we can see characteristic of NO 

behavior (see the hysteresis loop in Fig.3-2-10(a)). Comparing to Fig.3-2-9(a), He is smaller, 

but 9 k value remains the same. Ms also was observed unchanged from the magnetization loop. 

This indicates that except for structural relaxation, the sample has not changed from annealing. 

Figure 3-2-9(b) shows a line domain created with -1.75 kOe bias field. As H increased, instead 

of growth from the existing domain, domains nucleated randomly over the surface of the film. 

The line domain does not expand due to high wall motion coercivity. 

The increase of jaggedness with increasing annealing temperature is shown in Figs.3-2-

11,3-2-12, and 3-2-13 for sample Bl (silicon substrate) before annealing, after annealing at 

T=220°C, and after annealing at T=240°C respectively. 

a. Before annealing treatment: Figure 3-2-11 illustrates the hysteresis loop, the domain 

growth from a thermomagnetically written line domain, and partial contraction of this domain for 

the film. The domains are fairly smooth during expansion and contraction. The initial hysteresis 

loop is characteristic of a WMO film. 

b. Annealing at 220°Cfor 9 minutes: After annealing a line domain is written with bias 

field of -1.97 kOe, Fig.3-2-12 shows the growth and collapse of this domain as well as the 

corresponding loop of the sample. The domain boundary is more jagged than in the previous 
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case. The loop has smaller He, but it still indicates WMD type behavior. 

c. Annealing at 240°C for 7 minutes: A line domain is written with bias field of -1.9 

kOe, Fig.3-2-13 shows the growth and collapse of this domain as well as the corresponding loop 

of the sample. The domain boundary is much more jagged than previous cases. He is somewhat 

smaller than case (b), but the initial curve indicates that it is still a WMD film. 

Table 3-2-2 summarizes the measured values of M., Ok> He, and D for sample Bl 

annealed at different temperatures. He decreases and D increases with increasing annealing 

temperature, but M. and Ok remain the same. Moreover, the hysteresis loops remain square. 

These observations might be taken to indicate that except for structural relaxation, the sample has 

not changed from annealing. 

Table 3-2-2: Comparing the values of M., Ok> He, and fractal dimension D of sample B 1 for 
different annealing temperatures. 

Annealing None 220°C 240°C 280°C 
temperature 

Annealing ---- 9 7 5 
time (minute) 

M. (emu/cc) 103.1 107.9 107.5 171.2 

Ok (deg.) 1.04 1.09 1.07 1.07 

He (kOe) 4.24 2.60 2.46 1.14 

D 1.06 1.08 1.16 ----

If the annealing temperature is too high the hysteresis loop loses its squareness. Figure 

3-2-14 shows the hysteresis loop of sample Bl annealed at 280°C for 5 minutes. The measured 

values of M., Ok> He are listed in Table 3-2-2 as well. Although M. change significantly, Ok 
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Figure 3-2-11(a), 3-2-11(b). Sample Bl before annealing. (a) Hysteresis loop. (b) Line domain 
written with an 8 mw laser with bias field of -2.67 kOe. 
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Figure 3-2-11(c), 3-2-11 (d). Sample Bl before annealing. (c) Line domain grows under H=-3.11 
kOe for 12 sees. (d) Line domain contracts under H= +2.9 kOe for 9 sees. 
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Figure 3-2-12(a), 3-2-12(b). Sample Bl after 220°C annealing. (a) Hysteresis loop. (b) Line 
domain grows under H=-2.19 kOe for 20 sees. 
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Figure 3-2-12(c). Line domain contracts under H= + 1.8 kOe for 16 sees. 
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Figure 3-2-13(a). Hysteresis loop after 240°C annealing for sample Bl. 
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". 

Figure 3-2-13(b), 3-2-13(c). Sample Bl after 240°C annealing. (b) Domain grows under H=-
2.08 kOe for 20 sees. (c) Domain contracts under H= + 1.9 kOe for 15 sees. 
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Figure 3-2-14. Hysteresis loop after 280°C annealing. 

remains the same at saturation; this may indicate oxidation of Tb subnetwork (Dover et aI, 1986, 

Shen et ai, 1992), 

3.2.2.4 High anisotropy defects 

Small de!ects:Jn both magnetization reversal processes, some high anisotropy defects 

prevent reversing the magnetization when the applied field reaches saturation. Those defects can 

modify the magnetic anisotropy thus generating hard magnetic centers which pin the domain wall, 

forming magnetic nuclei (unreversed domains), and resulting in a jagged domain structure. 

Usually the remaining domains are too small to be seen under the microscope. The magnetic 

nuclei also act as natural nucleation centers for initiating domain growth when the magnetic field 
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is reversed, therefore, one way to tell their existence is by applying an opposite field to grow 

those nuclei. In this way, the defects with high anisotropy can be located. We will show three 

examples from a single high anisotropy defect to multiple defects. Figure 3-2-15 demonstrates 

a single defect for sample 81: Figure 3-2-15(a) shows a domain nucleated with He=-2.9 kOe and 

allowed to grow slowly on a uniformly saturated film. The external magnetic field is then 

reduced to cease domain wall growth, and then slowly reversed to 2.76 kOe. The domain 

uniformly collapses inward while a reversed domain (in this case a low anisotropy defect) starts 

from the center simultaneously and expands outwardly in Figure 3-2-15(b). The enclosed black 

area inside the inner domain (white area) is the high anisotropy defect. Figure 3-2-16 shows the 

second example of defect sites for sample 83. In this case, in addition to the collapse of the 

domain walls, as the reverse field approaches -He, sub-microscopic regions that were not reversed 

by the original nucleation field serve as nucleation sites in Fig.3-2-16(b). The final example was 

displayed in Fig.3-1-3 of PART I for sample At. Figure 3-1-3(a) presented a domain nucleated 

with He=2.86 kOe. Instead of uniform collapse of the domain walls, as the reverse field 

approaches -2.55 kOe, sub-microscopic regions that were not reversed by the original nucleation 

field serve as nucleation sites in Fig.3-1-3(b). 

From the above observations, we might conclude that the jaggedness of the domain 

boundary depends on the number of high anisotropy pinning sites. The more pinning sites the 

film has, the more jagged the domain boundary will be. In addition to the above three examples 

of defect sites, the jaggedness of the shrinking domains shown in Figs.3-2-9(c), 3-2-12(c), and 

3-2-13(c) also provides the same evidence that jaggedness increases with increasing number of 

pinning sites. 
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a) 

b) 

Figure 3-2-15. Sample B1. (a) Domain grows under H = -2.9 kOe. (b) Domain contracts under 
reversed H = +2.76 kOe. 
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b) 

Figure 3-2-16. Sample B3. (a) Domain grows under H= +2.86 kOe. (b) Domain shrinks under 
reversed H = -2.8 kOe for 3 sees. 
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Large defects: However, some other visible high anisotropy pinning sites do exist. 

Although they are much larger compared to those invisible pinning sites and they are anomalous 

in most samples, we present these images to show how the domain motion interrupted by those 

defects in a larger scale. Figure 3-2-17 displays three high anisotropy pinning lines which halt 

the domain wall propagation for sample B3. Figure 3-2-17(a) shows a domain nucleated with 

Ho=2.76 kOe from a nucleation center near the edge of the left line and allowed to grow slowly 

for 90 seconds on a uniformly saturated film. The other domain wall propagated from the bottom 

of the field-of-view on the left side for 60 secs is shown in Fig.3-2-17(b). Figure 3-2-17(c) 

displays the continuous wall expansion along the left pinning line as well as an additional wall 

propagated from right side which was also stopped by the right pinning line. Since the external 

field remained the same, the wall could not penetrate the pinning lines on both sides. 

Nevertheless, due to the shorter pinning lines of the right and the middle, the domain wall 

detoured via the ends of these lines and move upward along the three pinning lines in Fig.3-2-

17(d). Eventually, the wall will pass through those lines as H increases. 

3.2.3 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The micromagnetics of MO media have been studied by observations of the magnetization 

reversal process and the jaggedness of domain boundary, manifested in the fractal dimension D. 

We find that reversal is intimately related to the jaggedness of domain surface. The fractal 

dimension increases as a mm changes from WMD to ND. Although wall jaggedness is 

correlated with magnetization, applied field, and temperature, the heat treatment experiments 

show that the microstructure of the mm also plays a significant role in creating jaggedness. 
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c) 

d) 

Figure 3-2-17(c), 3-2-17(d). Large pinning lines. (c) The wall propagated simultaneously along 
both the left and the right pinning line. (d) An additional wall detoured via the ends of the 
pinning lines. 
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While moderate heat treatment gives rise to structural relaxation, intensified heat treatment might 

cause oxidation or micro crystallization of the film. Due to structural relaxation coercivity 

decreases as the heat treatment increases. Structural relaxation might cause dispersion of the easy 

axis and/or reduce the strength of exchange coupling among patches. As a result, the ratio of 

wall coercivity to nucleation coercivity increases and more nucleation centers are created. As the 

heat treatment reaches a critical temperature (in our case about 260°C), wall coercivity exceeds 

nucleation coercivity. Computer simulations (Mansuripur et ai, 1991, Fu et ai, 1992) also reveal 

that the jaggedness of the wall is caused by local variations in coercivity due to defects and 

patchiness of the film. The fluctuation of anisotropy constant and effective easy-axis direction 

from patch to patch, and the variation of the exchange stiffness coefficient between patch-borders 

give rise to the inhomogeneity of coercivity over the sample. 

The relation between the type of film and the hysteresis loop with initial magnetization curve 

is also remarkable. In the ND type films the saturation field of the initial curve coincides with 

that of the hysteresis loop, while in the WMD type films saturation of initial curve occurs before 

saturation of the loop. These observations thus enable us to relate the microscopic phenomena 

to the behavior of the macroscopic hysteresis loop. 

In chapter 4, we will discuss more about how the microscopic magnetic behavior can be 

deduced from macroscopic hysteresis loop measurements via proper experimental procedure and 

analysis. Before we go further to that subject, in the next section (part III), we would like to 

conclude our study of domain structures on the effect of substrate and thickness for Co/Pd thin 

films. 



PART III: THE EFFECT OF SUBSTRATE AND THICKNESS ON 

THE DOMAIN STRUCTURE FOR Co/Pd THIN FILMS 

3.3.1 INTRODUCTION 
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Multilayered films of Co/Pt and Co/Pd are promising materials for magneto-optical 

recording (Carcia et a(, 1989, Shin, 1989). Compared to amorphous RE-TM alloys (Hatwar et 

ai, 1986) currently used in commercial MO disks the multilayers are attractive for their superior 

corrosion resistance (Ochiai et ai, 1989) and larger Kerr effect signal at short wavelengths 

(Hashimoto! et ai, 1990) « 500 nm), where higher density recording is possible. Co/Pt has 

generally been considered more attractive than Co/Pd because of their larger Kerr rotation angle. 

Co/Pt is deficient, however, in coercivity. The coercivity of Co/Pd is considerably higher than 

that for Co/Pt (Carcia, 1988). The coercivity plays an important role in the recording process, 

since it governs the domain size, shape and stability during readout. As aforementioned in PART 

I and PART II, any fluctuations in coercivity may cause an inhomogeneity in domain shape, 

which in turn contributes to recording noise. The study of coercivity mechanisms in the 

multilayered structures is thus of great importance from the fundamental point of view. The 

coercivity is closely related to magnetic anisotropy of thin films as well as to the microstructure 

parameters of the magnetic media such as interface quality, growth orientation, crystallite size, 

distribution of easy axis for individual crystallites and so forth. The shape of magnetic hysteresis 

loops, initial curves and domain structure also strongly depend on microstructure of the films. 

Consequently, the investigation of domain structures in multilayered films and their relation to 
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hysteresis loops and initial curves can help in understanding the origins of coercivity in these 

films. 

In this part we study specifically the effect of substrate and thickness on the domain 

structure for Co(l.6A)/Pd(6.3A)xN thin films. In addition, some bulk properties such as Ku, M., 

8k> and He are included as well. The relationship between the domain structures and hysteresis 

loops as well as the initial magnetization curves will be presented in Chapter 4. 

3.3.2 SAMPLES 

Multilayers of Co/Pd were fabricated by sputtering in Ar at a pressure of 20 mTorr onto 

various substrate conditions. The Co and Pd layers were deposited by rf ( radio frequency) and 

dc (direct current) magnetron sputtering, respectively. Four different conditions were chosen, 

namely the multilayers were deposited onto Si(111) substrate, Si(lll) etched (80 A) by Ar, 

unetched SiN film which was deposited onto Si(lll) and etched SiN film on Si(111). The 

thickness of SiN film was 850 A. For all the cases, individual layer thicknesses of Co and Pd 

were 1.6 A and 6.3 A, respectively. During deposition the substrate was kept at ambient 

temperature. The Pd layer was the first deposited onto substrate. The number of Co/Pd pairs, N, 

was 50 for all types of the substrates, and 6, 10, 20, 30, 40 for the etched SiN substrate (see 

Table 3-3-1). Last letters in the sample ID mean substrate condition, and a number before the 

letters is attributable to the number of Co/Pd pairs. For example, sample ID S30ESiN means that 

substrate is etched SiN layer and the film has 30 Co/Pd pairs. 
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The measurement of magnetic properties of the samples was carried out by VSM in fields 

up to 14 kOe. The area of the samples for calculation of magnetization was measured using an 

optical microscope with digitizing image capability. Ku was determined using data obtained from 

the MO loop tracer with in-plane applied field. Domain structures were observed with the help 

of OMDA using a lOOx objective (oil immersion type). 

3.3.3 OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS 

3.3.3.1 Domain Structure and Substrate Condition 

Observations of domain structure in Co/Pd multilayers indicate that shape of the domains 

and their growth strongly depends on the substrate conditions and the total thickness of the film. 

Figure 3-3-1 shows the domain structures developing in (Co/Pd)x50 multilayered films fabricated 

on different substrates. The films S50ESi, S50USiN and S50ESiN show domain wall motion 

dominated magnetization process. Domain structure in the films initially saturated by the field 

of 5 kOe starts to develop from randomly distributed points. These points are believed to be 

some defects which facilitate creating a domain wall. Expansion of the domain in the magnetic 

field close to the coercive field looks like development of maze-like structure with very narrow 

domains. This behavior proves that DW coercivity is smaller than nucleation coercivity. The 

domain structure in the film deposited onto unetched Si substrate is quite different (see Fig.3-3-

l(d». The magnetization reversal in this film occurs due to nucleation process. With the increase 

of the magnetic field the entire film is covered with domains of opposite magnetization; thus the 

wall coercivity in this film is greater than nucleation coercivity. The magnetic and magneto

optical properties of Co/Pd)x50 films are summarized in Table 3-3-1. M. and He are very similar 



Table 3-3-1: Magnetic and magneto-optical properties of Co(1.6 A)lPd(6.3 A) x N samples. 

Sample ID Number Substrate M. (emu/cc) 8 k (deg) He (Oe) K.. (xl()6 erg/cc) 
of layers 

S06ESiN 6 Etched SiN 320 0.23 85 0.7 
I 

I 

S10ESiN 10 Etched SiN 374 0.29 636 3.9 

S20ESiN 20 Etched SiN 424 0.25 1549 6.2 

S30ESiN 30 Etched SiN 418 0.22 2431 6.8 

S40ESiN 40 Etched SiN 415 0.19 2995 7.1 

S50ESiN 50 Etched SiN 435 0.17 2990 7.5 

S50USiN 50 Unetched SiN 402 0.16 2553 3.6 

S50ESi 50 Etched Si 404 0.13 3075 5.5 

S50USi 50 Unetched Si 392 0.11 3080 3.3 

--VI 
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(a) I-IOJtm-l 

Figure 3-3-1(a), 3-3-1(b). The domain structure of N =50 films (a) Deposited onto etched SiN 
layer, developing at H=2.8 kOe. (b) Deposited onto unetched SiN layer, developing at H=2.29 
kOe. 
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(c) f-10p.m-J 

Figure 3-3-1(c), 3-3-1(d). Domain structure of N=50 films. (c) Deposited onto etched Si 
substrate, developing at H=2.8 kOe. (d) Deposited onto unetched Si substrate, developing at 
H=2.67 kOe. 
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, while Ku is about two times smaller for samples fabricated on unetched substrates than the other 

three samples. 

The authors of (Suzuki et ai, 1992) measured the roughness of etched and unetched Si 

and SiN substrates as well as microstructure of Co/Pt multilayers fabricated on the substrates. 

They showed that the dispersion angle for < III > orientation of crystallites has the largest value 

for samples on unetched Si substrates. From their presented data of magneto-optic loops, the 

magnetization process in Co/Pt film on unetched Si substrate is nucleation dominated as in our 

case for Co/Pd film on the similar substrate. So, we can assume, that general microstructural 

properties of Co/Pt and Co/Pd multilayers on Si and SiN substrates are similar. Hence, the 

microstructure of the samples seems to be responsible for the type of magnetization process. The 

film with low perpendicular anisotropy and big dispersion angle of easy axes shows nucleation 

dominated magnetization. Samples with high anisotropy and low dispersion angle of easy axes 

show wall-motion dominated magnetization process. 

3.3.3.2 Domain Structure and Film Thickness 

Figure 3-3-2 shows the magnetic and magneto-optic properties of (Co/Pd)xN films of 

different thicknesses, deposited onto etched SiN substrates, as functions of film thickness. The 

magnetization of the samples remains the same for N from 50 to 20 decreasing slightly for N = 10 

and 6. The coercivity decreases starting around 40 layers and reaches very low value of 85 Oe 

for N=6. The enhancement of Kerr rotation 9 k around N= 10 is related to optical interference 

between the film and substrate (Hashimot02 et ai, 1990, Hajjarl et ai, 1992). Anisotropy constant 
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Ku decreases gradually with decreasing film thickness (t), while a big drop occurs after t = 120 

A, and approaching a minimum value (7xlOS erg/cc) at t = 47 A. Hashimoto2 et af (1990) 

showed that this region of film thicknesses corresponds to formation of continuous film structure. 

For a Co/Pt film with t = 30 A the distinct island structure was observed. On the contrary, the 

film with t = 150 A had a continuous structure which was formed of very fine crystalline grains 

with the grain size below 100 A in diameter. 

Figure 3-3-3 represents the domain structures in (Co/Pd)xN multilayers of different 

thicknesses deposited onto etched SiN sublayer. With the decrease of the total thickness of the 

films the domain width of maze-like structure increases approaching the single domain state at 

N= 10 and dropping again for N=6. The dependence of domain width on film thickness is shown 

in Fig.3-3-4. It was known from the domain theory (Kittel, 1946) that the domain structure of 

the films with uniaxial magnetic anisotropy was affected by film thickness, t, and, in very thin 

films, single domain structure was attained. In a uniform film with strong perpendicular 

anisotropy the critical thickness at which the transition from a stripe domain to a single domain 

occurs was estimated by the equation (Hashimoto2 et ai, 1990): 

(3-3-1) 

where 

(3-3-2) 

is domain wall energy density, Ax is exchange stiffness coefficient, and Ku is anisotropy constant. 
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(a) 

Figure 3-3-3(a), 3-3-3(b). Domain structure varies with film thickness. Ca) Sample S50SiN 
developing at H=2.8 kOe. (b) Sample S40ESiN developing at H=2.8 kOe. 
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(c) 1-1Ojtm-l 

Figure 3-3-3 (c) , 3-3-3(d). Domain structure varies with film thickness. (c) Sample S30ESiN 
developing at H=2.44 kOe. (d) Sample S20ESiN developing at H= 1.63 kOe. 
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(e) 

Figure 3-3-3(e), 3-3-3(0, Domain structure varies with film thickness. (e) Sample SlOESiN 
developing at H =0.85 kOe. (t) Sample S06ESiN developing at H =0.12 kOe. 
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500 

Using experimental data for Ku and M" and assuming that Ax= 10-7 erg/em, we can estimate tc 

~ 200 A. Experimental results indicate that in Co/Pd multilayers this value is about 100 A. 

This discrepancy may be attributed to the fact that in the multilayered structures the value of Ax 

can be lower than in pure ferromagnet because of the inclusion of nonmagnetic layers of Pd. The 

appearance of maze-like structure again in the film of N =6 might be explained by the significant 

decrease in the Ku value (see Fig.3-3-2(a)) of the film; under such circumstance, t., becomes lower 

than N=6. 
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3.3.4 CONCLUSIONS 

It was found that magnetic and magneto-optical properties and domain structure of Co/Pd 

multilayers were affected by total film thickness and substrate conditions. Both WMD and ND 

processes were observed in the samples fabricated on different substrates. Magnetization, 

coercivity and anisotropy of the films decreased significantly as the film thickness dropped below 

120 A. The width of the domain structure increased with the decrease of film thickness, attained 

the single domain state at N = to. 



CHAPTER 4 

INITIAL MAGNETIZATION CURVES AND 

DISTRIBUTION OF DOMAINS IN THE DEMAGNETIZED STATES 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 
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In order to understand the real character of a magnetization reversal process, it is 

necessary to know every aspect of a material's magnetization curve and its domain distributions. 

There are two main methods by which to approach the knowledge of the above mentioned 

characteristic, namely macroscopic and microscopic. The macroscopic measurements, for 

instance, hysteresis loops of magnetization, extraordinary Hall effect (HE), and the Kerr rotation 

(KE) provide information such as He, saturation magnetization M" and remanent magnetization 

Mr ... , etc. (Wolnianski et ai, 1986, Hajjar l et ai, 1991). The most direct ways to observe the 

microscopic behavior of the magnetization process are by using magneto-optical microscopy 

(Lambeck, 1977, Argyle et ai, 1987, Bernacki et ai, 1991), Lorentz electron microscopy (Suit 

et ai, 1987, Linl et ai, 1988), and magnetic force microscopy (MFM) (Martin et ai, 1988, 

Grutter, 1989, Sukeda et ai, 1992). However, some other techniques, such as measurement of 

magnetoresistance (MR) (Hajjar2, 1991, 1992) also provide a wealth of information concerning 

both the macroscopic and microsl~opic behavior of magnetization. In other words, in quantifying 

the macroscopic properties, MR measurement can yield the value of He, nucleation coercivity HN, 

and the anisotropy field Hk• Other properties such as the mechanism of magnetization reversal 
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and the domain structure in the demagnetized state can be deduced as well. In general, 

measurements of both HE and KE can provide as much information as a MR measurement can, 

except for cases in which there are magnetic and structural inhomogeneities in the film. In such 

a situation, MR measurement will serve as a better probe than HE and KE measurements to 

distinguish the differences of spatial magnetic inhomogeneities. We will see one example in 

section 4.2.3 concerning the spatial magnetic inhomogeneities for a film, the substrate of which 

has been polished along a single axis. 

Not only can the fundamental magnetic characteristic be inferred from the hysteresis loop 

measurements, but the relative domain sizes can also be deduced from the initial magnetization 

curve of MR, HE, and KE. The main purpose of this chapter is trying to establish the 

relationships among the initial magnetization curves (macroscopic) of MR, HE, KE, and the 

distributions of domain sizes (microscopic). This was done specifically through an investigation 

of different demagnetized states of samples demagnetized by a variety of methods. We employed 

three methods to demagnetize samples in our experiments. The first method to demagnetize a 

sample was by applying an in-plane magnetic field perpendicular to M, whose strength (20 kOe) 

was enough to bring M to the in-plane direction. After that the applied field was removed, the 

film would become fully demagnetized with zero magnetization. This demagnetized state was 

called the Hin state. The second way of demagnetizing a sample was by applying a perpendicular 

magnetic field with a direction opposite to M and with a strength of He. We kept the applied 

field fixed for a while until the steady state of M=O was reached. This demagnetized state was 

called the He state (i.e., at H=He, M=O). The third method was thermal demagnetization which 

consisted of heating the sample to its Curie point and cooling it in the absence of a magnetic 
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field. This state was called the Ho state (Le., at H=O, M=O). The domain patterns were found 

to be more condensed and finer in the states of both Hin and Ho than in the state of He. In other 

words, both in-plane field and thermal demagnetization producedjine domain distributions, while 

perpendicular field demagnetization yielded coarse domain patterns. Moreover, the initial 

magnetization for the fine domains increases with an increase in magnetic field (H), while for the 

coarse domains, the initial magnetization remains at zero for H below wall motion coercivity 

(Hw), then rises sharply to saturated magnetization M. when H is equal to Hw' These 

observations enable us to relate the domain sizes in the demagnetized states to the initial 

magnetization curves of MR, HE, and KE measurements. 

4.2 THE EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS 

The apparatuses used for our experiments were a loop tracer system and a optical 

magnetic domain analyzer which had been described in chapter 1.3. The measurements of HE, 

KE, and MR were performed while applying the external magnetic field either along or 

perpendicular to the film plane. The four different geometries and the terminology used here are 

the same definitions as in Fig.I-2. 

The samples studied here were multilayered Co(3A)/Pt(lOA), Co(1.6A)/Pd(6.3A), and 

amorphous Tbx(FeCo)l_x thin film samples. The measured magnetic, magneto-optical, and 

transport properties of the films are summarized in Table 4-1. Samples A I and A2 are Co/Pt, 

BI and B2 are Co/Pd, while CI and C2 are TbFeCo. Most of the values were obtained at room 

temperature (T room), except for those values obtained from the Co/Pt 234A film and the Curie 

temperature measurements. As one can see from Table 4-1, all the H 1 (the perpendicular field 
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applied oppositely to M to demagnetize a film) values are smaller than their corresponding He 

values. The reason that the H.L values are less than He values is because the hysteresis loops 

were obtained at a rather high sweep rate of about 20 kOe/min. The apparent He value would 

decrease with a lower sweep rate (Lin2, 1988, Bayreuther, 1989). In our system, the discrepancy 

between the highest sweep and lowest sweep rate was about 300 Oe. This discrepancy remained 

in the range between 50 Oe and 200 Oe for most of the results presented in the remainder of this 

chapter. In the following figures, the dot-dash line (labeled line 1) stands for the Hin state or Ho 

state and the solid line (labeled line 2) represents the He state. 

4.2.1 Co(1.6A)/Pd(6.3A) Thin Film 

Figure 4-1 (a) shows the initial magnetization curves obtained by measurements of 

magneto-optic Kerr effect (KE) for both the Hin state and the He state for sample Bl. We find 

that the magnetization reversal which begins on line 1 always occurs earlier than that on line 2. 

This becomes evidently by comparing the slope of the initial curves of those loops, i.e., line 1 

is always steeper than line 2 (see FigA-l(a». The domain structures are shown in FigsA-l(b) 

and 4-1(c) for both the He state and the Hin state respectively. The domain pattern is found to 

be more condensed and finer in the state of Hin than in the state of He. The domain pattern 

shown in Fig.4-1(b) is actually close to single domain as has been described in Sec.3.3.3.2. 

Figure 4-2 presents another domain observations for sample B2. The initial curve measurements 

have the same characteristics as sample Bl for both the Hin state and the He state. Again, the 

domain distribution is found to be more condensed and finer in the state of Hin than in the state 

of He. Note that the reason why the initial point on both curves is not at the M=O point is 

because the measurement of the Kerr effect is a local property rather than a bulk property. 
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Table 4-1:Magnetic, magneto-optical, and transport properties of amorphous Tbx(FeCo),.x and 
multilayered Co(3 A)/Pt(1O A)xNl and Co(1.6 A)/Pd(6.3 A)xN2 thin film samples at room 
temperature. 8k, the kerr rotation angle; H!, the perpendicular field applied oppositely to M to 
demagnetize a film; Teurio, the Curie temperature; PH' the extraordinary Hall resistivity; and p, 
a film's resistivity. +: at 75°C. *: at 100 DC. 

Sample Al A2 Bl B2 Cl C2 

content Nl= 18 Nl=20 N2=1O N2=6 x=20.3% x=33% 

thickness 234 260 79 47 800 500 
(A) 

substrate silicon glass silicon silicon glass glass 

M. 298 188 374 320 103 174 
(emu/cc) 

He 3.02+ 3.10 0.64 0.08 3.09 1.95 
(kOe) 

2.45· 

H! -2.83+ -2.80 0.62 0.08 -2.90 -1.85 
(kOe) 

-2.16· 

Teurio --- --- --- --- -230 ---
(0C) 

PH 0.37 0.76 0.04 --- 9.42 5.68 
(}LO-cm) 

P 37.0 66.5 38.2 --- 202.5 252.3 
(}LO-cm) 

8 0.14+ 0.13 0.29 0.23 1.11 0.36 
(deg.) 

0.13· 
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Figure 4-1(a), 4-1(b). Sample B1. (a) Hysteresis loop and initial curves with in-plane (line 1) and 
perpendicular (line 2, Hl =-0.62 kOe) demagnetization. (b) The domain image at the He state. 
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Figure 4-1(c). Sample Bl. Domain image after demagnetization by in-plane field of 20 kOe. 
1-1Oj£m-l 

Figure 4-2(a). Sample B2. Domain image at the He state developing at Hl =0.08 kOe. 
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Figure 4-2(b). Sample B2. Domain image after demagnetization by in-plane field of 20 kOe. 
l-1OjLm-l 

4.2.2 Co(3A)/Pt(1OA) Thin Film 

Figures 4-3(a) displays the initial curves of KE measurements performed at T=7SoC for 

both the Hio state and the He state for sample A 1. The initial curves measured by HE loops are 

basic the same as that KE loops for both states. Fig.4-3(b) reveals the domain pattern of He 

state. Figure 4-4 exhibits the same thing except this time performed at T= 100°C. As can be 

seen from Figs.4-3(a) and 4-4(a), the initial curve measurements have the same appearances as 

sample Bl for both the Hio state and the He state. The domain distribution in the Hio state in this 

case, however, is too fine to be seen under our microscope. In addition, the slope of line 2 in 

Fig.4-3(a) is less than that in Fig.4-4(a). This discrepancy is understandable by examining the 
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Figure 4·3. Sample Al (at 75°C). (a) Hysteresis loop and initial curves with in-plane (line 1) 
and perpendicular (line 2, Hl =-2.83 kOe) demagnetization. (b) The domain image at the He state 
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Figure 4-4. Sample Al (at 100°C). (a) Hysteresis loop and initial curves with in-plane (line 1) 
and perpendicular (line 2, H.L = -2.83 kOe) demagnetization. (b) The domain image at the He state 
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domain sizes from both images shown in Fig.4-3(b) and Fig.4-4(b). The domain size that Figure 

4-4(b) shows is smaller than Fig.4-3(b) does. 

The next example demonstrates that the initial curve obtained by MR measurement 

reveals the same trend as those by KE and HE measurements. Figures 4-5(a) and 4-5(b) show 

the initial curve measurements of MR in both Hin and He states for sample A2. Similar to the 

KE (HE) measurement shown in Fig.4-5(c), the MR measurement also shows that the slope in 

the initial curve of line 2 is less than that of line 1. In addition, we also find that the magnitude 

of the MR change of the initial curve in the Hin state is larger than that in the He state. Figure 

4-5(d) shows the domain pattern at the He state for sample A2. Again, the domain distribution 

at the Hln state is beyond the observation resolution of our microscope. 

4.2.3 Tbx(FeCo)l_x Thin Film: 

Next we show measurement for a demagnetized state obtained through thermal 

demagnetization. The main reason for using this method is that by which we can demagnetize 

films possessing high anisotropy field. Figure 4-6 shows the HE measurement as well as domain 

structure for sample C 1. As expected, the magnetization reversal begins earlier from the Ho state 

than from the He state. The domain structures assert themselves in Figs.4-6(b) and 4-6(c) for the 

He state and the Ho state accordingly. Notice that Fig.4-6(c) has different scale than Fig.4-6(b). 

Figure 4-6(c) is enlarged image of real domain pattern in the Ho state. In addition, compared to 

the Co/Pt samples, the magnetization reversal begins at both the Ho and the He states is greatly 

delayed. The shape of the initial curve in this film thus is flatter than that in Co/Pt films. The 
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Figure 4-6(a), 4-6(b). Sample Cl. (a) Hysteresis loop and initial curves with thermal (line 1) and 
perpendicular (line 2, Hl =-2.9 kOe) demagnetization. (b) The domain image at the He state. 
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Figure 4-6(c). Sample Cl. Domain image after thermal demagnetization. I-SJ.tml-

reason, again, is due to the fact that the domain size in demagnetized state of C 1 sample is larger 

than that of Co/Pt films. Notice that Fig.4-6(b) shows a typical image of wall-motion-dominated 

film;in such a film domains nucleate from widely separated low anisotropy defects. This is one 

of the significant differences of the He state as compared to the domains formed by the in-plane 

field and thermal demagnetized procedures for a TbFeCo sample. 

In this paragraph we will demonstrate a complete set of measurements of MR, HE, and 

KE in four geometries for sample C2. Figures 4-7(a) and 4-7(b) show the MR measurements for 

the geometry of perpendicular 1-+2 (perpI2) in both Hin and He states. Figures 4-7(c) and 4-7(d) 

display the same thing for the geometry of perpendicular 3-+4 (perp34). Figure 4-7(e) displays 
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the hysteresis loop and initial curves of HE measurements. Only HE is shown here because KE 

has the same curve as HE. In addition, there is no difference between perp12 and perp34 for 

both HE and KE measurements. Although the slope of the initial curve of HE is much steeper 

than the previous sample, we observe the same trend as before, i.e. the initial curve in the H1n 

state is less flat than in the He state. The steeper slope for this sample than for the previous 

sample is understandable by looking at the domain distribution in the He state. Figure 4-7(t) 

indicates that the domain size in this sample is much smaller than that in C 1 sample. Once again, 

we show that the smaller the size of the demagnetized domain is, the steeper the slope of the 

initial M curve will be. In contrast to the Co/Pt samples, we also find that the magnitude of the 

MR change of the initial curve in the Hin state is smaller than that in the He state. 

Notice that the image in Fig.4-7(t) shows a distinct preference for domain growth in the 

horizontal direction. We speculate that the glass substrate was polished along a single axis rather 

than a random orbit, which produced scratches in the substrate that provided a favorable direction 

for domain nucleation and growth. If the domain grows symmetrically, the MR, HE, and KE 

measurements should be the same for all the perpendicular cases. Indeed, for HE and KE, not 

only does the initial magnetization have the same curves, but the hysteresis loops also have the 

same shapes in both perpendicular cases. However, MR behaves differently in perpendicular 

1-+2 than in perpendicular 3-+4. Not only is the MR change in perpendicular 1-+2 larger than 

in perpendicular 3-+4, but the magnetization curve near the wall motion coercivity also shows 

different behavior (see Figs.4-7(b) and 4-7(e)). This is due to the distinct preference for the 

domain growth in the horizontal direction (the same direction of current flows in the case of 

perpendicular 1-+2). The mechanism behind this may be attributed to the secondary Hall effect 

(Hajjar et ai, 1992), for details see chapter 6. One of the advantages in observing the 

--------- _._---_. _ .. 
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Figure 4-7(a), 4-7(b). Sample C2. Magnetoresistance and initial curve measurements performed 
at perpendicular 1-+2 geometry and demagnetized with field at (a) in-plane, (b) perpendicular. 
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Figure 4-7(c), 4-7(d). Sample C2. Magnetoresistance and initial curve measurements performed 
at perpendicular 3-+4 geometry and demagnetized with field at (c) in-plane, (d) perpendicular. 
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microscopic structure of domain distribution through MR measurement is the detection of 

differences such as those found between perpendicular 1-2 and perpendicular 3-+4. 

Figure 4-7(g) shows the MR measurements of longitudinal and transverse cases. The 

increase of MR as the applied magnetic field strength increases in the longitudinal case is due 

mainly to the alignment of magnetization vector M to the current (Smith, 1950, Hajjar, 1991). 

We can understand the situation as follows. When an external magnetic field is applied 

perpendicular to M, M will be oriented in the direction of the applied current (see Fig.l-l(c), 

terminal I-terminal 2). The cross section of the M electron relative to the conducting electron 

will be bigger. Thus the probability of scattering the conducting electrons will be increased. On 

the other hand, in the transverse case, since the current direction (see Fig.l-l(d), terminal 

4-+terminal 3) is perpendicular to M, the relative cross section of the M electron to the 

conduction electron does not change. Thus the initial curve in the transverse case keeps constant 

until the demagnetization appears. We use this fact as evidence that the applied in-plane magnetic 

field did indeed actually demagnetize the sample. Another evidence is provided by looking at 

the HE measurement of longitudinal (or transverse) case. Figure 4-7(h) displays an example of 

the transverse HE measurement as well as the longitudinal HE measurement. Notice that HE and 

KE have the same curves. Both the longitudinal and transverse measurements of MR and HE 

showed that from 10.5 kOe (as the arrows indicate in Figs.4-7(g) and 4-7(h» the sample began 

to demagnetize. When the applied field was going back to zero, the remanent MR value at the 

longitudinal measurement was 1.35x 10"'\ which was consistent with the relative remanent MR 

value of perpendicular 1-2 (see Fig.4-7(a». In the transverse measurement the remanent MR 

value was 1.05x1O-4; also consistent with the relative remanent MR value of perpendicular 3-+4 
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(see Fig.4-7(c)). 

IV DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS: 

Measurements of extraordinary Hall effect, polar Kerr effect and magnetoresistance 

provide a wealth of information about micromagnetic domain structures and dynamics. We have 

studied the initial magnetization curves for and demagnetized state domain distributions of several 

Co/Pd, Co/Pt and TbFeCo thin film samples. In all samples it appears that the initial 

magnetization curves for the Hin and Ho states exhibit steeper slopes than those for the He state. 

Through observations of the domain distributions, the main reason for the aforementioned 

situation appears to be the differences of distribution of domain, especially the domain size. The 

differences of domain pattern as well as magnetization reversal process between the Ho (or HJ 

state and the He state are illustrated by Fig.4-8. Point '0' indicates the tine domain distribution 

(indicated by the fine arrows) in the Ho (or Hin) demagnetized state. Point 'B' displays partial 

magnetization reversal from down to up with increasing +H. As H increases further, point 'C' 

shows the saturated magnetization state. Point '0' exhibits the coarse domain pattern (indicated 

by the coarse arrows) in the He state. In contrast to point '0', as H increases, the reversal 

processes follow the solid line (line 2) instead of the dot-dash line (line 1). Although M at the 

He point has the same value, M=O, as at the Ho (or HjJ point, the domain distributions for those 

points are very different from each other. The former domains are big and spread all over the 

sample, while the latter ones are small and condensed. This is mainly due to the different 

mechanisms at work in the various demagnetization processes. 
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Figure 4-8. Illustrate the differences of domain distribution between the Ho (or HJ state and the 
He state. Point '0' indicates the domain distribution at the Ho (or HJ state. Point'R' displays 
parts of the magnetization reversal from down to up. Point 'c' shows the saturated magnetization 
state. Point 'D' exhibits the coercivity point. 11' = coarse domains; t = fine domains. 

In this paragraph, we discuss the details of the various demagnetization mechanisms and 

address two questions: i) why does an in-plane field (or a thermal procedure) produce a 

demagnetized state with much smaller domains than a perpendicular field does; ii) why are the 

initial magnetization curves different for the two different demagnetized states. To answer the 

first question, let us first consider the mechanism at work when the demagnetization in the film 

plane has been produced using a strong in-plane field which is suddenly removed. Since both 

up and down directions are symmetric energy minima for the in-plane oriented magnetic dipoles, 

each magnetic dipole has an equal probability of being up or down. In this case, the number of 
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seeds which may form nucleation centers and develop into domains reaches the maximum. This 

favors the formation of small domains. The final size of the domains in the steady state is 

determined by minimizing the total energy. Next, let us consider thermal demagnetization. This 

process takes advantage of the random orientations of magnetic dipole moments at Curie 

temperature. Consequently, the fine domain patterns of the demagnetized state are the result of 

this randomness of magnetic dipole moments. Lastly, in the case of a perpendicular applied field, 

demagnetization usually begins from a few defects which emerge as nucleation centers when the 

applied field is near HN• As a result, coarse domains grow up via wall motion from those defects 

and construct a demagnetized state on the film. Formation of new nucleation centers is less likely 

in this latter case because in most parts of the films, the local nucleation coercivity is higher than 

the wall motion coercivity. 

The second question, the difference between the two kinds of initial magnetization curves, 

can be answered by the well-known domain collapsing field Hcollp = -c uJ(M. r), where the "_" 

sign means that the field is opposite to the domain magnetization, c is a positive proportion factor 

(whose value depends on the shape of the domain and is on the order of 1), Uw the wall energy 

density, M. the saturation magnetization, and r the radius of the domain. The effect of the 

demagnetizing field is small and can be neglected, because we are only concerned with a fully 

or partially demagnetized state. Let the wall coercivity of a film be Hw (i.e. the minimum field 

to reverse a domain of large size). Then, due to the domain collapsing field, the minimum 

external field HOKl required to reverse a domain of radius r is 

(4-1) 
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This equation shows that a small domain can be reversed by an H.xt much smaller than Hw and 

thus explains why the magnetization reversal starts at smaller H •• t • If the domain is large enough 

so that Heollp is actually equal to zero, the external field must reach Hww to make any reversal. 

By definition, this field is also strong enough to cause the magnetization across the whole film 

to be reversed. This explains the flat part of the initial curve for the demagnetized state obtained 

by a perpendicular field and the sharp change at Hext = Hw. By letting Hoxt = 0, the smallest 

domain size that is allowed to exist in the film according to the equation above is: 

(4-2) 

Domains whose sizes are smaller than this minimum size will collapse under zero field. For 

typical values of c = 1, C1w = 1 erg cm-2
, He = 2000 Oe and M. = 100 emu cm-3, the minimum 

domain size is on the order of 500 A. 

The last paragraph presents quantitatively how the domain size distribution could be 

derived from the initial curve as well as domain density as a function of domain size. 

First, We can expand the measured initial magnetization curve into series as follows: 

M(H) = rN a H n 
L..nal n 

(4-3) 

Since we are concerned with fully demagnetized state, the zero order term 30 is equal to zero. 

The slope of M versus H is 
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(4-4) 

By applying a magnetic field, the sufficient small domains collapse, since the domain wall 

collapse field is stronger for small domains. Thus only those domains with a dimension greater 

than r are stable, with r given by 

r B=H -
W M, 

9 

(4-5) 

where r is equal to Cf1w• Next, we establish relation between the measrued dM/dH and the 

density p. When H is increased from H to H + dH, the increase of the magnetization can be 

obtained the measured curve, that is 

dM dM=-dB 
dB 

(4-6) 

On the other hand, domains with size ranging from r to r + dr reverses, with dr given by 

M ,2 
dr = _9_ dB 

r 
(4-7) 

Let p(r) dr be the number of domains with size ranging from r to r + dr in the unit surface area, 

then the change of magnetization is 
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h dM = 2M, h r2 p(r) dr (4-8) 

where we have assumed that each domain has a square surface area r2. When a domain reverses, 

its magnetization change is two times its own magnetization. Using Eq.(4-7), we can write 

Eq.(4-8) in the form: 

2 M2 
dM = __ 3 r 4 p(r) dB 

r 

Using Eqs.(4-4), (4-5) and (4-6), we gave 

r (r ) /I-I p(r) = ~ n a H--
2 4 L/I_I /I W M r 

2 Ms r s 

(4-9) 

(4-10) 

The validity of Eq.(4-1O) can be proved as follows. All the up (or down) domains must cover 

half of the unit area. This means the density must satisfy the condition: 

J.' ...... r2 p(r) dr = .!. 
'mln 2 

(4-11) 

where rmin is given Eq.(4-2) and rmax is unknown. Using Eq.(4-1O) and Eq.(4-7) we can calculate 

the integral in Eq.(4-11), which leads to 



1., .... -- ~ n a H -- dr r (r ) 11-1 
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(4-12) 

where M is a function of (Hw-rlM,rmat), when rmax approaches infinity M=Ms, which leads to 

Eq.(4-12) = 1/2 = Eq.(4-11). 

By expanding the measured initial magnetization curve (obtained from Hin state) of Fig.4-

1 (a) into series, Fig.4-9 shows the calculated domain density versus domain size by using Eq.(4-

10) for several assumed r values. The maximum domain density lies between the domain sizes 

from 0.3 Jtm to 0.5 Jtm for various r values. Moveover, the observed domain pattern in Fig.4-

l(c) revealed similar domain sizes as well. Thus, by combining the initial curve as well as the 

observation of domain pattern, the magnitude of r which is proportional to domain wall energy 

can be estimated. In this film (Bl), r is in the range of 4 to 6 erg/cm2. On the other hand, if 

the domain sizes are too smaller to be seen, but the r value is known, one can estimate the 

domain size distribution as well as the total domain number per square cm2
• Figure 4-9(b) shows 

the total domain number as a function of r. Figure 4-10 displays the same characteristic as 

Fig.4-9 via expanding the measured initial curve (obtained from Ho state) of Fig.4-6(a) into 

series. In comparison with the domain pattern (r ::::; O.5Jtm ) of Fig.4-6(c), r value of this film 

(Cl) is estimated within the range of 5 to 6 erg/cm2. 

Comparing to the domain patterns in the He state for both Bland C 1 films, we find that 

the jaggedness of their domains are alike. This might be due to their similarity of r values. 
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Figure 4-9. Sample Bl. (a) Domain density versus domain size. (b) Total domain number versus 
r. 
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Figure 4-10. Sample Cl. (a) Domain density versus domain size. (b) Total domain number 
versus r. 
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CHAPTER 5 

HALL EFFECT MEASUREMENTS FOR Co/Pt AND Co/Pd FILMS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that apart from the normal Hall effect, a ferromagnetic material exhibits 

a large Extraordinary Hall Effect (EHE), i.e. an electromotive force in a direction transverse to 

that of current flow and to the magnetization. Since the EHE is proportional to the 

magnetization, it can be used to characterize magneto-optical media. For instance, the hysteresis 

loop measurement of the extraordinary Hall resistivity PH provides a wealth of information such 

as coercivity He, anisotropy energy constant Ku (see chapter 2), and domain distributions in 

demagnetized states (see chapter 4). In addition, other measurements such as electric resistivity 

p, saturation magnetization M, also offer some basic magnetic and electric properties for the MO 

media. Thus, to achieve a complete characterization of MO media, understanding the 

relationships among PH' p, and M, is important. In the past years, many authors have 

investigated the extraordinary Hall effect and found various relationships between the 

extraordinary Hall coefficient Rs(=PH/41fM,) and p. In this chapter we will review several 

theories pertaining to this subject and present our experimental results with ferromagnetic Co/Pt 

and Co/Pd thin films. 

The theory developed in 1954 by R. Karplus and J.M. Luttinger (K-L theory) was the 
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first one to predict R,OCp2 and a correct order of magnitude for Rs. In the K-L theory, the EHE 

in ferromagnetic can be understood as an consequence of the spin-orbit interaction of the 

magnetic electrons, which suggests a transverse polarization of the moving electron occurs as a 

result of the spin-orbit interaction. The principles for obtaining R, oc p2 in this theory are as 

follows: (i) due to the spin-orbit interaction and the net magnetization the stationary states of the 

system acquire a left-right asymmetry; (ii) when an external electric field Ex is applied there 

results a current Jy perpendicular both to the applied field and t.o the mean direction of 

magnetization Mz (see Figure 5-1); (iii) Jy will be proportional both to Mz and to the applied field 

Ex, i.e. Jy oc MzEx; (iv) the Hall electric field which prevents a current from flowing in the y 

direction (i.e. EHaU = -Ey), is defined as Ey=-pJy; (v) the Hall resistivit.y PH which is defined as 

a electric field per unit current (i.e. PH=E/JJ, is equal to -pJ/Jx; (vi) finally, the Hall coefficient 

which is defined as an electric field per unit current per Gauss (Le. Rs = PH/47fMz), is proportional 

to the p2. 

It has been recognized that the occurrence of the square of p for the coefficient of the 

EHE in the K-L paper's results is not a consequence of detailed theory but rather of immediate 

definition. In addition, Smit (1955), in the following year, criticized the results of the K-L paper 

claiming that the considerations of the paper were incomplete. Smit pointed out that the 

transverse current arising from the applied electric field is compensated for exactly by the 

opposite action of the collisions against the imperfections of the lattice. Still later , Smit (1958) 

published another paper to explain the EHE based on the anisotropic scattering, caused by spin

orbit interaction, of the conducting electrons against the imperfections of the lattice showing that 

R,ocp. He further stated that if lattice vibration scattering is considered, the relation R.OCp2 is 
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Figure 5-1. Schematic diagram showing the four point contacts marked a, b, c ,and d are used 
for the Van der Pauw technique measurement. 

obtained as in the K-L theory. On the other hand, in 1958, Luttinger (1958) published another 

paper based on the transport theory of Kohn and Luttinger (Kohn et ai, 1957) in which the entire 

transport theory was rigorously and systematically reconstructed. He obtained R. ex p at an 

extremely low density of impurities and R.exp2 as the density of impurities increased. Luttinger 

also discussed some points of K-L's paper which had been seriously questioned by Smit. 

Although he recognized that the K-L paper oversimplified the situation and the treatment was not 

complete, using the calculations of Kohn and Luttinger's transport theory, he showed that the 

effect in the K-L paper does exist and is of the same order of magnitude. 
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In subsequent years, based on the presence of the spin-orbit interactions, several 

nonclassical theories were successful in both predicting the relationship between R. and p2 and 

showing the experimental results from different physical mechanisms. For example, based on 

Kubo's formalism of current correlation function, Leribaux (1966) calculated the magnetic Hall 

effect in the case of transport limited by electron-phonon scattering, while Berger (1970) derived 

this same relation from what he called the "Side-Jump Mechanism". Berger's formula is 

applicable only if the variation of the magnetization as impurity concentration varies is considered 

to be negligible. The theories mentioned above are applicable mostly to Ni, Fe, Co and their 

alloys (Koster et ai, 1961, Okamoto et ai, 1962, Carter et ai, 1966). On the other hand, any 

classical asymmetric scattering theories would predict R.cxp ( Kondo, 1962, Maranzana, 1967). 

Most of the above-mentioned theories derived the relationship between the Rs and the p to be in 

the form of R.cxp or R.CXp2, except Luttinger (1958) and Kondorskii (Kondorskii et ai, 1964) 

who calculated the formula in terms of 

(5-1) 

Kondorskii took into account the mean magnetic moments pertaining to the perturbing potential 

of the Hamiltonian (which describes the spin-orbit interaction of the electrons). The reason that 

he was successful in finding the linear term in p was because he thought about the mean magnetic 

moments in terms of Me and Mit where Me and M j represent the mean magnetic moments of 

electrons participating in charge transfer and of electrons bound to ions respectively. In contrast, 

only M. was considered in the K-L paper. In other words, Kondorskii considered not only the 

spin-orbit interaction between the spin of the electron and its own orbit, but also took into 

account interactions between the spin of localized electrons and the orbits of conduction electrons. 

Although the energy of interaction between the spin of the electron and its own orbit is much 

--- - ---- - - -----.. --- -- -
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greater than the energy of interaction of this orbit with the spins of other electrons, especially of 

electrons bound to ions, yet, as Kondorskii showed, the contribution of the latter to the spin-orbit 

force is comparable to that of the former. 

It seems all existing theories of the ferromagnetic Hall effect agree in attributing its origin 

to the existence of spin-orbit interactions, although they were derived from different physical 

point of views. In the following section, we give the results of an experimental investigation of 

PH, p, and Mz• Our measurements verify that Rs and P obey the equation R.=ap+bp2 for both 

Co/Pt and Co/Pd samples. The parameters a and b are easily obtained from the intercept and the 

slope of the straight line titted through the data points Rs/p versus p. In addition, by comparing 

the hysteresis loops obtained in Hall voltage measurements, we found that Co/Pd and Co/Pt had 

opposite conducting carriers. The Hall angle PH/P was found to be ::::: 10-2 for Co/Pt samples and 

::::: 10-3 for Co/Pd samples. These results are useful in characterization of magneto-optical 

recording media. In section 5.2 we present our experimental results, some discussions and 

concluding remarks will appear in section 5.3 

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS 

The experimental setup used in this chapter is a loop tracer. All measurements including 

saturated magnetization M. (in our case M.=MJ, PH, and p, were obtained within the temperature 

range of -175°C to + 125°C. M. was measured using a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer 

(VSM). The four point probe method of Van der Pauw (1958) was used for obtaining PH and 

P ( as indicated in Figure 5-1). All samples show perpendicular anisotropy and rectangular 
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hysteresis loops in a perpendicular magnetic field. Figures 5-2(a) and 5-2(b) display typical 

extraordinary Hall effect hysteresis loops for both Co(3A)/Pt(lOA) 260 A-thick and 

Co(3A)/Pd(lOA) 650 A-thick samples. The PH was obtained by measuring the height of the Hall 

hysteresis loop. 

5.2.1 Determination of Conducting Carriers 

The Hall effect measurement is the most direct way to distinguish between the hole and 

electron carrier in order to discover the carrier type of the conducting electron. In this section 

we present the Hall effect measurements for five multilayered thin film samples, including Co/Pt, 

Co/Pd, pure cobalt (Co), pure platinum (Pt), and pure palladium (Pd). All transport and 

magnetic properties at room temperature are summarized in Table 5-1. The carrier types were 

decided by the Hall field directions. Figures 5-2(a) and 5-2(b) display examples of the Hall effect 

loops for both Co/Pt and Co/Pd samples. The opposite Hall resistivity sign indicates that Co/Pd 

has a different carrier from that of Co/Pt. The Kerr rotation hysteresis loops have been checked 

to make sure that the opposite sign was not due to opposite magnetization directions. Also, the 

height of the loops show that Co/Pt usually has a larger Hall resistivity than Co/Pd. On the other 

hand, Fig.5-2(c) shows the same carrier type for both Pd and Pt samples, and the straight lines 

indicate that they are ordinary Hall effects. As can be seen from Table 5-1, th~ ordinary Hall 

resistivity in the Pd sample is larger than in the Pt sample and is comparable with the Co/Pd 

samples, but much less so than Co/Pt samples. This explains why in the Hall effect measurement 

there is always a slope in the hysteresis loop of the Co/Pd sample, while this is not the case for 

the Co/Pt sample. This can be seen in the graph of hysteresis loop in Fig.5-2(b). 
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Table 5-1. The conducting carrier types and their electric properties for Co, Pt, Pd, Co/Pd, and 
Co/Pt samples. Ro is the ordinary Hall coefficient. 

sample Co/Pt Co/Pd Co Pt Pd 

thickness 260A 650A 250A 300A 5000A 

carrier electron hole electron hole hole 

P (J.tO-cm) 65.03 32.88 31.70 16.32 14.33 

PH (J.tO- cm) 0.76 0.05 0.22 --- ---
PH/P 0.012 0.0014 0.007 0.00012 0.00098 

Ro (xlOo6) --- --- --- 0.1 0.7 
(J.tO-cm/G) 

Rs(xlOo4) 3.20 0.07 0.126 --- ---
(J.tO-cm/G) 
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5.2.2 Temperature Dependence of PIt> p, and M. of Co/Pt Samples 

We measured two multilayered film of Co/Pt samples prepared by both sputtering and 

evaporation. One was Co(3A)/Pt(1OA) 260 A-thick deposited by sputtering on a 800 A-thick 

silicon nitride(SiN) underlayer of glass substrate (before growing the Co/Pt film the underlayer 

was etched), the other was Co(4A)/Pt(lOA) 294 A-thick deposited by electron-beam evaporation 

from Co and Pt sources onto a glass substrate. Figure 5-3 shows the value of the PH, p, and M. 

as a function of temperature for both samples. The M. and P demonstrate the same tendency in 

both samples such that as temperature rises, P monotonic increases and M. decreases. Yet, PH 

illustrates quite a different tendency in the two samples, we observed that in the Pt(10A)/Co(3A) 

film, PH increases slowly as temperature rises until it reaches a maximum at around -25 oC. 

After that, it decreases slowly as temperature continues to increase. We also observed a big 

difference in M. between the Co(3A)/Pt(10A) and Co(4A)/Pt(lOA) samples. This may be 

attributed to the different fabrication processes for these films. Considering that there is only a 

5% cobalt content variation between the two films, either the underlayer of the etched film 

reduces the magnitude of the magnetization or the evaporation mechanism enhances the 

magnetization. On the other hand, Figs.5-4(a) and 5-4(b) show the absolute values of Rs and 

Hall angle PHlp as a function of temperature. The Rs increases monotonic as temperature rises. 

As can be seen from Figs.5-3(a) and 5-4(b), PHlp and PH display the same tendency. In addition, 

the order of the magnitude of PHlp is ::::: 10-2 which is the same order as both the experimental 

results of Ni, Fe, and their alloys (Smith, 1955, Majumdar et ai, 1970) as well as Smit's 

theoretical estimate for ferromagnetic alloys (Smith, 1958). Figure 5-4(c) displays the absolute 

value of Rslp versus p. The two straight lines in Fig.5-4(c) obey the equation Rs=ap+bp2. 
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Parameters a and b are summarized in Table 5-2. 

5.2.3 Temperature Dependence of PH, p, and M. of Co/Pd Samples 

We measured two Co/Pd multilayers, prepared by sputtering in 10 mTorr argon on glass 

substrates. Figure 5-5 shows the value of the PH' p, and M. as a function of temperature for both 

Co(3A)/Pd(9A) 120 A and Co(3A)/Pd(1OA) 650 A multilayers. Both samples show the same 

trend, where, as temperature rises, both the PH and M, monotonic decrease and P increases, 

except near Curie temperature (around 150°C) in the Co(3A)/Pd(9A) film; near Curie 

temperature, M. and PH in this sample display an abrupt drop, yet P doesn't. In additional, due 

to the similar cobalt content for both samples the magnitude of p is comparable. Figures 5-6(a) 

and 5-6(b) show the absolute value of the R, and PH/P as a function of temperature. In contrast 

to Co/Pt samples, Rs decreases monotonic as temperature rises. As can be seen from Figs.5-6(b) 

and 5-5(a), PH/P and PH display the same tendency. Besides, the order of the magnitude of PH/P 

is ::::: 10-3 which is the same order as the experimental results of some Ni alloys (Smith, 1955). 

Figure 5-6(c) displays the absolute value of Rs/p versus p. The two straight lines in Fig. 5-6(c) 

well obey the equation Rs=ap+bp2 just as in the case of Co/Pt samples, except that the slopes 

are opposite. Again, near Curie temperature Rs, PH/P, and Rs/p all display an abrupt drop as the 

arrow in those Figures indicates, which implies Rs = ap + bp2 is inappropriate near Curie 

temperature. The parameters a and b are listed in Table 5-2. 

Furthermore, we observed that apart from the pure magnetic property M" the values for 

the electric and the magneto-electric properties including p, PH' PH/P, Rs, and Rsfp are all larger 
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Table 5-2. The experimental results of a and b of four samples of Co/Pt and Co/Pd thin film. 
The bulk sample measurement for Hexagonal crystal cobalt which was obtained by 
Cheremushkina is also included for comparison. 

sample thickness a (xlO-6)G-t b(O-cm)-t G-t 

Co(3A)/Pt(1oA) 260A -3.20 0.122 

Co (4A)/Pt(lOA) 294A 0.20 0.068 

Co(3A)/Pd(1oA) 650A 1.20 -0.03 

Co(3A)/Pd(9A) 120A 1.80 -0.03 

Hexagonal Co 2160 mm3 -0.24 0.072 

in the 120 A-thick sample than in the 650 A-thick samplr.. In addition, we observed that only 

P increases as temperature rises while the other values all decrease in both samples. 

5.3 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We would like to make following remarks based on this investigation. First of all, in the 

Co/Pt samples, PH is neither proportional to M. nor to p, therefore to consider M. or P as 

independent sources of EHE is not adequate. Rather, we should consider the combination of P 

and M. as a source of PH' This combination gives a more complete picture in describing the 

origin of the EHE. This is because the electrons need two forces to be moved in the transverse 

direction (Hall field direction): at the beginning, the magnetization contributes the transverse 

force (due to spin-orbit interaction) in the direction of the Hall field, then the resistivity (due to 

the impurity) contributes the scattering force to accelerate the electrons. This can be inferred 

from Smit's qualitative arguments (Smith, 1958): (i) in a periodic lattice a transverse polarization 
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of the moving electrons occur caused by the spin-orbit interaction; (ii) the transverse spin-orbit 

force, because it is periodic in a periodic lattice, is not able to accelerate the electrons, but only 

to polarize their charge distributions; (iii) a similar situation occurs when adding a periodic 

electrostatic potential to a crystal already having this periodicity, in this case too, moving 

electrons are not scattered, but only their charge distributions are changed; (iv) the periodic 

transverse spin-orbit force in a periodic crystal is therefore exactly compensated by the " 

electrostatic" force for a non-zero value of the transverse polarization; (v) when the periodicity 

of the crystal is disturbed, for instance by replacing one of its ions by a different one, the 

compensation near this atom will in general no longer occur, and a finite non-periodic transverse 

force results, which will accelerate the electrons in that direction. 

Secondly, Table 5-2 indicates that the slopes of Pt/Co films are bigger than the slopes of 

Pd/Co films. This may be interpreted to be a result of parameter b in Eq.(5-1) depends on the 

effective-mass since in both the K-L and Kondorskii papers the constant b is a function of 

reciprocal effective mass (i.e. 11m). In the Kondorskii paper the constant b is proportional to 

(l/m*) fz/won.2 (5-2) 

where won? is the mean square energy separation between different d bands for the same moment 

at the top of the Fermi surface; and f, either + I or -1, is determined by the sign of the carriers. 

The fact that the b values of Co/Pt films are bigger than those of the Co/Pd films in our 

experiment can be inferred by comparing the effective-mass of platinum and palladium. 

According to the electronic specific heats measurements of metal (Seitz, 1940), 

the effective mass ratio m'/m is 22 for Pt and 43 for Pd near the top of the Fermi distribution, 

which indicates that the effective mass of Pd m' is twice as large as that of Pt. In other words, 
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by taking into consideration effective mass, b will be reduced by a factor of 2 for Co/Pd when 

compared to Co/Pt. Another reason may have to do with the outer electron configurations of Pd, 

Pt, and Co (in this case those in the d-band). We know that the d-band of Pd is full, whereas 

Pt still has one vacancy on the d-band and Co has three. Therefore, the wavefunction overlap 

between Co and Pd is less than that between Co and Pt, thus the electron in the Pt d-band has 

a greater chance of moving to the Co d-band while the electron in the Pd d-band has less of a 

chance. This causes the width of the band of Co/Pd to be narrow, therefore the effective mass 

is large (KitteF, 1986). Again this reduces the b value in the Co/Pd samples. Pure Cobalt 

having a hexagonal crystal structure has a measured value of 0.072 (n-cm)"1 G-I within a 

temperature range of 298 K to 698 K according to Cheremushkina et al (1966), which is larger 

than that of the Co/Pd samples and comparable to one of the Co/Pt samples. This may be due 

to the effective mass ratio of cobalt (between 12 and 22) which is comparable to that of Pt. The 

question of how parameter b changes as cobalt content varies in the multilayers is not clear, 

although we found that b is larger in the Co(3A)/Pt(lOA) sample than in the Co(4A)/Pt(lOA) 

sample. The question of how the opposite carriers between Co/Pt and Co/Pd affect parameters 

a and b is still under investigation. 

Finally, we found that for the same cobalt content (in the case of Co/Pd), the slopes of 

PH, M .. p,pH/p, and the curvature of Rs as a function of temperature, are the same for the 

different film thicknesses. In addition, the slope (Le. b) of the Rs/p versus the p are the same. 

These consistencies imply that these quantities may be suitable parameters for detecting any 

inhomogeneity in multilayered thin films. 
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CHAPTER 6 

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF RESISTIVITY AND MAGNETORESISTANCE 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

In chapter 4, it is shown that measurement of magnetoresistance (MR) provides a wealth 

of information concerning both the macroscopic and microscopic behavior of a material. The 

MR reveals not only the coercive force distribution (see Fig.6-1 of points a to c) but also the 

micromagnetic structure in the MO films. In this chapter, we will study the mechanism of 

magnetoresistance. In addition, in order to understand the characteristic of MR, its related 

properties should also be studied. One of the basic parameters affecting MR change ratio (dp/p) 

is electrical resistivity (P). Besides p giving the bulk property, it also provides an insight into 

the microscopic behavior of the material. Especially, by performing the temperature dependence 

study, the physical properties such as Fermi level and density of state can be induced. 

This chapter describes temperature dependence measurements of magnetoresistance and 

p for Co/Pt, Co/Pd and TbFeCo thin films. In addition, measurement of extraordinary Hall 

resistivity PH was also included. We studied MR by applying an external magnetic field (H) 

in both the perpendicular and in-plane directions with respect to the tilm plane. The slope of 
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magnetoresistance 'Y, which is defined as tlplplOe for the case of applying perpendicular field, 

increases with increasing temperature for the Co/Pt and Co/Pd samples. On the other hand, in 

TbFeCo sample, the behavior of 'Y with various temperature is determined by the terbium content. 

'Y always decreases as the temperature changes toward compensation point. Moreover, the 

experimental results also show that the temperature coefficient ex of resistivity, which is defined 

as dpldT, can be positive or negative, depending on the magnitude of p. We find ex is positive 

for Co/Pt and Co/Pd samples and is negative for TbFeCo samples 

Most of the experimental results can be explained based on the existing models, such as 

s-d scattering (Mott, 1935,1936, Hajjar et ai, 199tt), dispersion of Tb magnetic moment 

component (Yumoto et ai, 1988), and secondary Hall effect (Hajjar et ai, 19922
). 

This chapter is organized as follows. The experimental set up and methods and the 

measured samples are described in Sec.6.2. The results as well as interpretations for temperature 

dependence of p are presented in Sec.6.3.1, the MR characteristics for various temperatures are 

shown in Slec.6.3.2, 6.3.3, and 6.3.4. Concluding remarks and discussions are presented in 

Sec.6.4. 

6.2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND SAMPLES 

The experiments were performed using a loop tracer. The four different geometries and 

the terminology used here are the same difinitions as in Fig.1-2. Measurements of p, PH, 'Y, and 

MR were performed within the temperature range of -175°C to + 125°C. The four point probe 
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method of Van der Pauw (1958) was used to obtain P and PH' Four amorphous Tb.(FeCo)I_. 

samples (800 A-thick) with x=20.3%, 21.4%,24.9%,26.4% were characterized. The samples 

were sputter-deposited on glass substrates from an alloy target. Moreover, two Kr-sputtered 

multilayered Co/Pd with glass substrates as well as two multilayered Co/Pt samples with 

glasslsilicon substrates were studied. The 234-A-thick film was deposited on a glass substrate, 

and the 260-A-thick film was deposited on a silicon substrate. 

6.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

6.3.1 Temperature Dependence of Resistivity 

Figure 6-2 shows the temperature (T) dependence of P for Co/Pd, Co/Pt and TbFeCo 

samples. For the Co/Pt and Co/Pd samples, P increases while T increases, i.e. ~ is always 

positive (see Fig.6-2(a». On the other hand, for the TbFeCo films, p decreases with increasing 

T, i.e. ~ is always negative (see Fig.6-2(b». Actually, the experimental data are in agreement 

with the Mooij correlation (MooIJ, 1973, Connel et aI, 1985), i.e., no negative ~ is observed 

for resistivity below 100 It0-cm, while above 150 ItO-cm hardly any positive ~ is found (see 

Fig.6-3). Besides ~'s being positive, in the case of Co/Pt samples, we find that ~ decreases with 

increasing cobalt content. Values of ~ and p of TbFeCo samples increase with increasing 

terbium content as shown in Fig.6-4. The measured values ~ and p are summarized in Table 6-1 

and Table 6-2. 

The positive ~ value of ferromagnetic Co/Pd and Co/Pt thin films can be understood 

following Mott's explanation (Mott, 1935, 1936, Hajjarl etal, 1991). Mott assumes that electrical 
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conduction in transition metal is mainly due to the s electrons, since the d electrons are more 

strongly bound with the ions and, consequently, have a large effective mass. In a ferromagnetic 

transition metal (or alloy) the d band is exchange-split between the spin up (dt) and spin down 

(d') electrons. Let the Fermi level be close to the upper edge of the d t band. At low 

temperature the d t band is almost full and has no vacancy for additional spin up electrons. Thus, 

if an s electron with spin up is to be scattered during a collision (assuming spin conservation 

during scattering process), it can only go to another available state in the s band as imposed by 

the Pauli exclusion principle. At raised temperatures, however, some of the electrons near the 

Fermi surface in cit move to the cI' band. This creates vacancies in cit band, thus increases the 

probability of scattering from the conduction band into dt band, and results in a higher 

resistivity. 

Table 6-1: The experimental results for temperature coefficient O! and resistivity p for Co/Pt and 
Co/Pd samples. 

sample Co(4A)/Pt(lOA) Co(3A)/Pt(lOA) Co(3A)/Pd( lOA) Co(3A)/Pd(9A) 

thickness 294 260 650 120 
(A) 

p 50.4 65.3 32.9 37.3 
(jLO-cm) 

O! 0.0186 0.0352 0.0333 0.0321 

Table 6-2:The experimental results for temperature coefficient O! and resistivity for TbFeCo 
samples. All of them are 800 A-thick. 

sample Tb20.3(FeCo )79.7 Tb21.iFeCo )78.6 Tb24.9(FeCo )75.1 Tb26.4 (F eCo )73.6 

p{jLO-cm) 202.5 204.3 207.1 218.6 

O! -0.0298 -0.0353 -0.0388 -0.0414 
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The negative ~ of amorphous TbFeCo samples is not well understood. One possible 

explanation of this phenomenon was given by Chen et al (1972). According to Chen's model, 

in weak scattering ~ always increases with increasing temperature for any Fermi energy. 

However, in the case of strong scattering, Ci can be positive, zero, or negative, depending on the 

location of the Fermi energy. Impurities scattering can be considered as strong scattering. In 

amorphous TbFeCo sample, each constituent of the ternary alloy can be regarded as an impurity 

with respect to neighboring ions of the other constituent. Impurities act as scattering centers for 

several reasons (McGuire, 1975): (i) The charge of the impurity atom differs from that of the 

host lattice. (ii) The crystal lattice becomes distorted because of the size of the impurity atom. 

(iii) The conduction elr.ctron density is changed. (iv) The Fermi surface is altered. Therefore, 

in amorphous state the carriers may be scattered by the disordered structure, so that the mean free 

path may sometimes be of the order of the scale of the disorder. The substantial increase of the 

conductivity with temperature for a half-filled band might arise by a activated-hopping 

conductivity, rather than the free electron conduction. 

Besides the impurity scattering, the thermal disorder is also a significant parameter 

affecting the electron conductivity when Fermi level is at the band edge. The thermal disorder 

broadens and smears the electronic density of states in the alloy. It raises the electrical resistivity 

in the near-crystallimit;in a strong-scattering alloy, however, the electron-phonon interaction is 

small compared to the "impurity" scattering, and produces an increase or decrease in conductivity 

depending on the location of the Fermi energy. When the Fermi level is at the band edge or in 

the band gap, the conductivity is zero, while the thermal disorder is introduced, the band gaps 

are filled so that the conductivity becomes nonzero. The considerable increase of the conductivity 
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with temperature in this case may take place by a thermal-assisted hopping process, rather than 

the free electron conduction (Kittel P506, 1986). 

6.3.2 Comparison of MR Behavior Between FeCo Dominant and Tb Dominant Films 

The MR change with H, defined as y=f:lplpIOe, can be positive or negative depending 

on the Tb content. The essential difference of MR behavior between Tb and FeCo dominant 

films is that the linear MR change for FeCo dominant samples appears in a direction opposite to 

that for Tb dominant samples (Yumoto et ai, 1988). 

Figure 6-5 displays a typical MR change and a Hall effect (HE) hysteresis loop as 

functions of H measurements performed on a FeCo dominant film (Tb21.4FeCo78.6)' As those 

arrows indicate in Fig.6-5(a), the MR behavior is as follows. As the magnetic field increases in 

a direction opposite to the magnetization, the electric resistance decreases linearly up to the 

coercive field region (see arrow I). Around the coercive field (±8 kOe ) region, an electric 

resistance peak appears (see arrow 2). As the magnetic field increases further, the electric 

resistance increases linearly (see arrow 3). When the magnetic field decreases from the saturation 

magnetization state, the electric resistance decreases linearly to the initial value in the zero field 

(see arrow 4). 

Figure 6-6 exhibits the results of MR and HE for a Tb dominant sample (Tb24.9FeC075.1)' 

The Hall loop in this case (see Fig.6-6(b» has an opposite polarity compared to the FeCo 

dominant case ( see Fig.6-5(b». In addition, MR also shows a different behavior. As the 
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Figure 6-5. (a) Magnetoresistance, (b) Hall effect hysteresis loop as functions of applied field 
performed on a FeCo dominant film (Tb21.4FeCo78•6). 
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Figure 6-6. (a) Magnetoresistance, (b) Hall effect hysteresis loop as functions of applied field 
performed on a Tb dominant film (Tb24.9FeCo7S.t). 
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magnetic field increases in a direction opposite to the magnetization, the electric resistance 

increases linearly up to the coercive field region (see arrow 1). Two peaks appear around the 

coercive field (± 7.3 kOe ) region, (see arrow 2). As the magnetic field increases further, the 

electric resistance decreases linearly (see arrow 3). When the magnetic field decreases from the 

saturation magnetization state, the electric resistance increases linearly to the initial value in the 

zero field (see arrow 4). 

The different MR behavior between Tb and FeCo films may be explained by the fact that 

Tb magnetic moment in non s state is strongly dispersed and the FeCo magnetic moment is 

almost collinear (Yumoto et ai, 1988). The peak near He was explained by the secondary Hall 

effect (Hajjar2 et ai, 1992). The explanation of MR behavior based on the above facts is as 

follows. In the case of FeCo dominant, the magnetization is parallel to the FeCo magnetic 

moment, and antiparallel to the Tb magnetic moment. As the magnetic field increases in a 

direction opposite to the magnetization, dispersed Tb magnetic moments align in the applied field 

direction, and the MR becomes smaller. In the magnetization reversal region, the appearance of 

domains brings on a series of secondary Hall voltages in the direction of applied current, and 

subsequently MR increases in this region. Moreover, the magnitude of peak depends on the ratio 

of (PH/p)2 (see the discussion in Sec.6.4). After magnetization reversal occurs, the applied field 

is parallel to the FeCo moment and antiparallel to the Tb moment. Consequently, when the 

applied field increased further, Tb moment disperses much more than in the zero field and the 

MR increases. Since Tb behavior is reversed, the MR decreases linearly to value of zero field 

with decreasing applied field from the saturated state. In the Tb dominant case, the magnetization 

is parallel to Tb moment and antiparallel to FeCo. Thus, a linear change appears in a direction 
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opposite to that for the FeCo dominant films. 

6.3.3 Temperature Dependence of MR for Tb.(FeCo)\ .• Films 

In this section, not only measurement of MR for different temperatures with four 

geometries are presented, but the corresponding extraordinary Hall effect behaviors are also 

included. The main differences between Tb dominant film and FeCo dominant film have been 

presented in Sec.6.3.2, in this section, however, we would like to deal with that of Tb dominant 

(Tb24,9(FeCo)7s,\) only. The magnetic and transport properties are summarized in Table 6-3. 

6.3.3.1. Perpe1ldicular applied mag1letic field. Figure 6-7 shows the temperature 

dependence measurement of MR with applying perpendicular magnetic field for the 

Tb24,9(FeCo)7s,\ sample. The two peaks for each figure correspond to two different applying 

current geometries. The dash curve was obtained using perpendicular 1-.2 geometry, while the 

solid line was obtained using perpendicular 3-+4 geometry. The simultaneous Hall hysteresis loop 

measurements for both geometries are displayed in Fig.6-8. The correlation between the width 

of MR peak and the coercive force distribution of Hall loop is well manifested by comparing 

Fig.6-7 and Fig.6-8. The width of the peak is proportional to the coercive force distribution. 

Furthermore, although the MR peak shows quite different behavior near coercive force between 

two geometries, there is no difference for the Hall resistivity loop. Notice that in Figs.6-8(a) -

6-8(d) the solid lines and the dash-dot lines are overlapped. In Fig.6-7(d), the MR values at zero 

field point are different (see arrow 2), since the initial state is demagnetized. This is also clearly 

seen from Hall loop in Fig.6-8(d). 
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with H perpendicular to film plane. (a) At -175°C. (b) At -75°C. 
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Table 6-3 :Temperature dependence measurements of magnetic and transport properties of 
Tb249(FeCo)7s I film. 

Temperature M, He Hk Ph P 
(DC) (emu/cc) (kOe) (kOe) (JLO-cm) (JLO-cm) 

-175 250 10.4 90 9.3 214.4 

-125 221 9.0 91 9.0 212.1 

-75 175 7.9 94 8.8 210.5 

-25 128 7.1 99 8.4 208.8 

25 82 6.7 104 7.9 207.1 

75 44 7.1 116 7.3 204.6 

125 13 10.4 124 6.2 202.4 

The peak of MR coercive force is induced by the secondary Hall effect when the film is 

in demagnetized state, and is proportional to the square of the Hall angle {PH/p)2, the details are 

discussed in Sec.6.4. The discrepancy of the MR peak between the two geometries thus may be 

inferred to the anisotropic domain distributions in demagnetization state, since different domain 

structures attribute various Hall voltage. The relationship between MR change Ap/p of the peak 

and (PH/p)2 asserts itself in our experimental data. Figure 6-7(e) shows both the Ap/p and the 

{PH/p)2 as functions of temperature. Good agreement is found between these two quantities. That 

the average value of {PH/p)2 is about 3.3 times larger than Ap/p is expected, since the maximum 

change of MR should not be larger than {PH/p)2. 
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The slope of linear part of the MR curve, which is defined as -y=!lplpIOe, as functions 

of temperature is shown in Fig.6-7(t) for two Tb dominant films. The value of -y is the same for 

both geometries. The decrease of -y with increasing temperature might imply that the dispersion 

of Tb subnetwork is less dispersed at higher temperature in the Tb dominant film. This actually 

could be seen by the fact that at high temperature a Tb dominant film is approaching to the Feeo 

dominant, therefore the dispersion is less significant in toward this region. 

6.3.3.2. Ill-plane applied magnetic field. Figures 6-9 and 6-10 show the MR change 

measurements for both longitudinal and transverse cases as functions of temperature respectively. 

The simultaneous Hall hysteresis loop measurements are displayed in Fig.6-11. In the Hall effect 

measurement, there is no difference between longitudinal and transverse cases. However, there 

are three features in MR curves that we would like to point out. First, the increase of MR as the 

applied H strength increases. Second, the decreases of MR change with increasing temperature. 

Third, MR in the longitudinal geometry is larger than that in the transverse. 

The reason of increases of MR in the longitudinal case is mainly due to the alignment of 

magnetization vector M to the current. We can understand the situation as follows. When an 

external H is applied perpendicularly to M, M will be oriented in the direction of the applied 

current (see Fig.I-2(c), terminal l~terminal 2). The cross section of the M electron relative to 

the conducting electron will be bigger. Thus the probability of scattering the conducting electrons 

will be increased (Smith, 1950, Hajjar, 1991). The tilted angle can be estimated from the in

plane Hall effect measurement (see Fig.6-11). The magnetization tilted angle (9Tilted) at applied 

field of 20 kOe for different temperature is shown in Fig.6-11(e). The angle becomes smaller 
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Figure 6-9(a), 6-9(b). Sample Tb24.9(FeCo)15.1' MR change measurement of longitudinal geometry 
as functions of temperature. (a) At -175°C. (b) At -75°C. 
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Figure 6-10(c), 6-10(d). Sample Tb24•9(FeCo)7S.1' MR change measurement of transverse 
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Figure 6-11(a), 6-11(b). Sample Tb24•9(FeCo)15.1' Hall effect measurement with H applied in film 
plane as functions of temperature. (a) At -l7SoC. (b) At -7SoC. 
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Figure 6-ll(c), 6-1l(d). Sample Tb24•9(FeCo)75.1' Hall effect measurement with H applied in film 
plane as functions of temperature. (c) At 25°C. (d) At 120°C. 
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as temperature changes toward compensation temperature T Comp (in this sample T Comp is about 130 

0c), since near Tcomp the magnetic moment is hard to be tilted. This can be seen clearly from 

Table 6-3 that Hk becomes larger near T Compo Thus, the explanation of the decreases of MR 

change as temperature increases is quite obvious. Fig.6-11(e) also displays 9 Tilled versus 

temperature for a FeCo dominant film. In this film T Comp is near -125°C and, as expected, 9 Tilled 

increases with increasing temperature. 

Finally, in the transverse case, since the current direction (see Fig.1-2(d), terminal 

4-terminal 3) is perpendicular to M, the relative cross section of the M electron to the 

conduction electron does not change. Thus the initial curve in the transverse case should keep 

constant. Nevertheless, MR keeps constant only at low magnetic field, at higher magnetic field 

it increases as magnetic tield increases. There are two feasible explanations for this 

phenomenon. First, it might be caused by the dispersion of Tb subnetwork. One can think Tb 

dispersed in the form of a corn, as applied field increases the dispersed Tb magnetic moment tilts 

toward not only to the applied tield direction, but also to the current (transverse) direction. As 

a result, the cross section of the M electron relative to the conducting electron will be bigger. 

Thus the probability of scattering the conducting electrons will be increased. This is also 

consistent with the fact that less MR change has been observed near T Comp' in which the film is 

approaching to FeCo dominant, therefore the effect of dispersion is less. Second, it could be due 

to the ordinary magnetoresistance. At field not too large and temperature not too small, ordinary 

MR is usually a parabolic function of the applied field, its magnitude increasing with the square 

of the effective magnetic field. Moreover, in ordinary MR the transverse effect is generally 

observed to be larger than the longitudinal effect and is known more effective at low temperature. 
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So, at a fixed temperature the increase of MR as a function of H as well as the decrease of MR 

with increasing temperature is also consistent with aforementioned evidences. Lastly, it also 

could be the combination of the two effects. 

While reducing the applied field back to the zero field a MR discrepancy is found due 

to partially demagnetization. This also can be seen from the in-plane PH measurements (see 

arrows 1 and 2 in Fig.6-11 (a)). In most MR curves, the coming back MR value is smaller than 

the init:al MR value. This phenomenon might be attributed to the reversed domain (by the in

plane field) distributions. 

6.3.4. Temperature Dependence of MR for Co/Pt and Co/Pd Films 

Most of the MR behaviors for both Co/Pt and Co/Pd films are similar. Although some 

Co/Pt films show a bigger peak than Co/Pd films near He due to a larger Hall angle value, the 

linear part of the MR curve behaves alike. Therefore, in this section, we present MR 

measurement for various temperature only for a Co/Pt sample (Co(3A)/Pt(lOA)x20) with four 

geometries. However, in the case of perpendicular 1-+2 geometry, values of'Y for four samples 

are exhibited. The magnetic and magneto-transport properties are summarized in Table 6-4. 

6.3.4.1. Perpendicular applied magneticjield. Unlike ferrimagnetic behavior ofTbFeCo 

samples, Co/Pt and Co/Pd are ferromagnetic behavior, and the MR change is only in one 

direction (negative 'Y). Figure 6-12 shows the perpendicular MR measurement of Co/Pt sample 

for three different temperatures. The simultaneous Hall hysteresis loop measurements are 
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Figure 6-13. Co(3A)/Pt(lOA) sample. Temperature dependence measurement of HE hysteresis 
loop with H perpendicular to film plane at -175°C, 25°C, and 100°C. 
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Table 6-4 :Temperature dependence measurements of magnetic, magneto-optical, and transport 
properties of Pt(lOA)/Co(3A)x20 film. 

Temperature M, 9k He Hk Ph P 
(0C) (emu/cc) (Deg.) (kOe) (kOe) (}.to-cm) (}.to-cm) 

-175 249 0.15 5.0 30.0 0.73 58.72 

-150 242 0.15 4.9 29.0 0.74 59.64 

-125 239 0.14 4.6 27.3 0.75 60.43 

-75 232 0.14 4.2 26.9 0.78 62.46 

-25 203 0.13 3.8 24.6 0.78 64.03 

25 188 0.11 3.3 24.3 0.76 65.15 

50 180 0.11 2.9 20.2 0.75 66.67 

75 166 0.10 2.5 18.1 0.72 67.80 

100 154 0.09 2.1 16.9 0.69 68.58 

125 142 0.08 1.6 12.8 0.62 69.25 
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displayed in Fig.6-13. He measured from Hall loop decreases with increasing temperature is 

observed. 

The linear part of MR curve in Fig.6-12 with negative slope can be justified by 

considering the s-d scattering phenomenon as in section 6.3.1. In section 6.3.1, one can explain 

resistivity increases with raising temperature due to the electrons near the Fermi surface in d t 

move to the d ~ band. In the same way, if one now allows the temperature to be fixed and apply 

a field in the magnetization direction, one should observe that some of the electrons move back 

from d ~ to d t and the resistivity subsequently declines. 

Figure 6-12(d) shows absolute values of'Y increases with elevating temperature for both 

Co/Pt and Co/Pd samples. This is due to the dt band is almost full at lower temperature and 

hence as applied field increases the d~ electrons are hardly to be moved to the dt band. On the 

other hand, the d t band has more vacancy at a higher temperature. Therefore, the probability 

for the s electron to scatter is more significant at a higher temperature and the resistivity change 

subsequently becomes bigger. Values of'Y for the Co/Pd film are significantly larger than those 

of Co/Pt samples may indicate that the s-d effect of Co/Pd is stronger than that of Co/Pt. This 

might be attributed to the extreme proximity of the Fermi level of Co/Pd to the edge of the d 

band. Under such a circumstance, a small change of d ~ electrons moving to the d t band will 

cause a big change in MR. 

6.3.4.2. Ill-plalle applied maglleticjield. In the in-plane applied field measurement, there 

are two regions of MR change within the temperature range of -175 DC to + 125 DC. The first 
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region is below -25 DC, and the sample is only partially demagnetized with H = 20 kOe. The 

second region is at and above -25 DC, and the film is almost completely demagnetized near 20 

kOe. The Hall effect measurements shown in Fig.6-14 reveals this reality. 

a. Longitudinal: The longitudinal MR measurements for different temperatures are 

exhibited in Fig.6-15. The MR behaves differently between the two regions. Below -25 DC, MR 

increases with increasing H. At -25 DC (see Fig.6-15(c», however, the film is almost 

demagnetized near 20 kOe, and MR remains nearly the same after reducing H to zero and 

reversing H to opposite direction. From -25 DC to +75 DC, as H increases MR increases and 

reaches to a saturated state, as H increases further, MR begins to decrease. When reducing the 

H back to zero, MR increases and reaches to a maximum value (see Figs.6-15(d), 6-15(e». At 

+ 125 DC, there is no change below H= 10 kOe, as H increases further, MR decreases, and MR 

raises to a maximum value when the field is back to zero. 

b. Transverse: The transverse measurements are displayed at Fig.6-16. The MR also 

behaves quite differently between two regions. Below -25 DC, MR always increases from H =0 

up to H=20 kOe, but by reducing H back to zero field there are two subregions which are 

separated at temperature -125 DC: below -125 DC MR decreases, at -125DC MR remains 

unchanged, while above -125DC MR elevates to a maximum value. At -25 DC, MR stays 

unchanged almost up to H =20 kOe, and it increases to a maximum value as H reduces to zero. 

Above -25 D C, however, MR keeps unchanged only at low H field, as H increases MR decreases, 

when reducing H back to zero, MR increases to a maximum value. 
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Figure 6-14(a), 6-14(b). Co(3A)/Pt(lOA) sample. Temperature dependence measurement of Hall 
effect with H applied in the film plane. (a) At -175°C. (b) At -125°C. 
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Figure 6-14(c), 6-14(d). Co(3A)/Pt(1OA) sample. Temperature dependence measurement of Hall 
effect with H applied in the film plane. (c) At -25°C. (d) At 25°C. 
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Figure 6-14(e), 6-14(0. Co(3A)/Pt(lOA) sample. Temperature dependence measurement of Hall 
effect with H applied in the film plane. (e) At 75°C. (t) At 125°C. 
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Figure 6-15(a); 6-15(b). Co(3A)/Pt(lOA) sample. MR change measurement of longitudinal 
geometry as functions of temperature. (a) At -J.7soC. (b) At -125°C. 
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Figure 6-15(c), 6-15(d). Co(3A)/Pt(lOA) sample. MR change measurement of longitudinal 
geometry as functions of temperature. (c) At -25°C. (d) At 25°C. 
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Figure 6-15(e), 6-15(1). Co(3A)/Pt(lOA) sample. MR change measurement of longitudinal 
geometry as functions of temperature. (e) At 75°C. (t) At 125°C. 
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Figure 6-16(a), 6-16(b). Co(3A)/Pt(lOA) sample. MR change measurement of transverse 
geometry as functions of temperature. (a) At -175°C. (b) At -125°C. 
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Figure 6-16(c), 6-16(d). Co(3A)/Pt(10A) sample. MR change measurement of transverse 
geometry as functions of temperature. (c) At -2SoC. (d) At 25°C. 
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Figure 6-16(e), 6-16(1). Co(3A)/Pt(lOA) sample. MR change measurement of transverse 
geometry as functions of temperature. (e) At 75°C. (t) At 125°C. 
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c. Latent s-d effect explallatiolls: In longitudinal case, the explanation of MR increase 

below -25 DC is given by the same argument as in section 6.3.3.2, which is mainly due to the 

alignment of the magnetic moments with respect to the current direction. However, in transverse 

case, the responsibility for the increase of MR below -25 DC may be mainly due to the ordinary 

MR. One knows that, in ferromagnetic metals, at low temperature an ordinary MR is more 

active than at high temperature due to the increased order of the magnetic lattice. Meanwhile, 

the elevated MR at zero field of coming back curve was induced from partially demagnetization 

of the film. The in-plane Hall effect measurement also reveals this phenomenon as indicated by 

arrows I and 2 shown in Fig.6-14(b). 

Although one can explain the trend of MR below -25°C, the change of the MR magnitude 

and the behavior when reducing H back to zero are still unsolved. Therefore, at least two 

questions must be answered. First, why the magnitude of MR change getting less as anisotropy 

field Hk (see Table 6-4) becomes smaller? Second, why in the transverse case below -125 D C MR 

increases to a maximum value? The above questions might be answered by introducing the 

latem s-d effect. Suppose that there are internal magnetic moment components residing on the 

film plane without contributing from perpendicular moments, and we define this internal magnetic 

moment as latellt ill-plane magnetic moment. Thus a s-d scattering will be induced from this 

latem moment by applying an in-plane field, and it will be the same effect either in the 

longitudinal or the transverse geometry. Subsequently, to answer the first question, we should 

consider that there are two kinds of strength competing with one another in effecting the MR 

change. In longitudinal case, one is the conducting electrons scattered by the M electrons, and 

the other is the s-d scattering effect. In transverse case, one is the ordinary MR, and the other 
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is also s-d effect. When a field is applied to tilt the magnetic moment, not only the cross section 

(or ordinary MR) increases and raises MR, but the s-d scattering is also active and degrades MR. 

From perpendicular MR measurement, one knows that the s-d phenomenon appears more actively 

at a higher temperature. When the temperature increases the s-d effect asserts itself, therefore 

MR changes less comparing to that at a lower temperature. The second question can be answered 

in the same manner. Actually, the MR steadily reaches to a maximum value itself is the proof 

of existence of latem s-d effect. The reason is as follows: due to the partially demagnetization 

near H=20 kOe, when one reduces the field on the way to zero the MR change should jump to 

a maximum value (notices that this is a transverse case), but instead, it increases gradually to 

reaches to the maximum MR value. Thus, we may conclude that the negative slope of this curve 

comes from s-d scattering. 

Following the above arguments, the MR behavior at the region above -25°C is obvious. 

In the longitudinal case, as the temperature gets higher, more s-d effect appears, thus results in 

less resistivity. At a higher temperature (like + 125°C), one sees that in the beginning of 

applying H, MR remains the same, yet MR degrades if we increase H further. This is due to 

the two kinds of strength (s-d and cross section scattering) is compatible and canceled by each 

other at beginning. While, after the film is demagnetized and a further field is applied both the 

up and down magnetic moments are tilted toward to in-plane, therefore the s-d effect totally takes 

over. In transverse geometry, at a high temperature not only s-d scattering will get stronger, but 

also the ordinary MR effect is insignificant anymore. Again, the s-d scattering effect will take 

over under this circumstance. 
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6.4 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have reported the results of both resistivity and magnetoresistance as functions of 

temperature measurements on a number of thin film samples of Co/Pt, Co/Pt, and TbFeCo. 

Supplementary data from Hall effect and magnetization measurements are also presented. 

The resistivity changes with the temperature behavior for the multilayered Co/Pd and 

Co/Pt thin films can be interpreted using s-d scattering model, while for the amorphous TbFeCo 

samples, a feasible mechanism used to explain this phenomenon is by assuming the existence of 

strong scattering in amorphous state. In a strong-scattering alloy, produces an increase or 

decrease in conductivity depending on the location of the Fermi energy. 

Comparing the values p, PH, PH/P, and 'Y for the aforementioned samples, several 

interesting features have been observed, for instance, (P)Pd/Co < (P)Pt/co < (P)TbFcCo, (PH)PdlCo < 

(PH)Pt/Co < (PH)TbFcCo, (PHlp)PdlCo < (PH/P)Pt/Co < (PH/P)TbFcCo, and ('Y)Pd/Co > ('Y)I>tICo > ('Y)TbFcCo 

(the magnitude of 'YPd/Co is about 2 order larger than the magnitude of 'YTbFcCo) etc. The value P 

in amorphous TbFeCo is bigger than in polycrystalline Co/Pt and Co/Pd is probably due to grain 

boundaries in the amorphous state is smaller than in polycrystalline state. The grain boundaries 

mark the interface of two crystals that have different orientations and thus interrupt the electron 

motion, and subsequently increases the resistivity. An experiment performed by McGuire et af 

(1975) showed that a tilm had been annealed would enlarge the grain size and reduce the 

resistivity. 
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The Hall angle relationship, (PH/P)Pd/Co < {PH/P)P1/Co < (PH/P).I'bFeCo, reveals the evidence 

why the MR peak near He for Co/Pt and Co/Pd is less obvious than for TbFeCo. The reasons 

are, the appearance of MR peak near He is mainly due to the secondary Hall effect, and the 

magnitude of MR change D.p/p is proportional to the square of Hall angle (PH/p)2. In the 

following, we show the relationship between D.p/p and {PH/p)2. We assume that the film is in the 

demagnetization state. 

When an electric current I is applied from terminal 1 -. terminal 2 (see Fig.I-2(a», the 

voltage between them is V=R I2 * I, RI2 is resistance and equal to 

(1) 

while a Hall voltage produced in terminal 3 -. 4 (due to extraordinary Hall effect) will be 

VH=RH*I, RH is Hall resistance, and we find that 

v: 
R - H H--

I 
(2) 

combining equations (1) and (2), the following relationship is found 

(3) 

If a secondary Hall voltage is produced in terminal 1 -. terminal 2, a similar relationship as 

equation (3) can be obtained as follows 

(4) 

assuming the sample is square, then RI2 = R34 = R, RH = RH2, and normalizing both R an RH 
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with the film thickness t, by inserting equation (3) into equation (4), one gets 

(5) 

the minus sign means the induced secondary Hall voltage opposite to the applied voltage. Now 

, since a new voltage is built on, the new resistance will be 

v-v: P 
R = H2 = R [ 1 - ( --2!) 2] 
nIp 

(6) 

and the change of resistance LlR = R - Rn, again normalized by t, one finally gets 

(7) 

From equation (7), we know that the maximum !!.pIp magnitude can be induced via the secondary 

Although the mechanism of'Y for Co/Pt (or Co/Pd) as well as TbFeCo is quite different, 

the aforementioned comparison gives the idea that in general the s-d scattering is stronger than 

the dispersion of terhium moment in affecting the magnetoresistance. In TbFeCo films, the 

longitudinal MR data can he explained mostly by taking account the alignment of magnetization 

vector M to the current, while the transverse is interpreted using the dispersion of terbium 

moment or ordinary magnetoresistance. On the other hand, for the Co/Pt and Co/Pd films, 

besides the alignment of magnetization vector M to the current and the ordinary MR are inferred 

, in order to explain the anomalous MR behaviors for both longitudinal and transverse, we 

assume the existence of the latellt ill-plalle momellt residing in the film plane. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation described efforts at characterizing magneto-optical media. The 

magnetic, magnet-optical, and magneto-transport properties of MO thin film media have been 

studied intensely. The following paragraphs summarize each chapter's effort, along with possible 

future directions for research. 

Chapter 2 experimentally demonstrated and theoretically showed that the so-called 

intrinsic magnetic anisotropy constant Ku for ferrimagnetic RE-TM materials as defined in the SW 

model is dependent on the measurement technique. Due to the canting between RE and TM 

subnetworks, all the techniques produce some unexpected behavior in K... The torque technique 

produces a wide and deep apparent dip. The Hall effect techniques produce a much narrower 

dip for the TM-dominant case and a narrow peak for the RE-dominant case. 

Chapter 3 studied the domain nucleation, growth and collapse phenomena in the MO 

media by using an optical magnetic domain analyzer. Part I of chapter 3 inquired into the 

symmetrical domain expansion and collapse, directional preference for domain wall motion, 

domain collapse from sub-microscopic domain remnants, and anomalous domain nucleation and 

expansion as a function of position on the sample. 

Part II of chapter 3 investigated the micromagnetic behavior of MO media. It was 

accomplished by observing the magnetization reversal process and the jaggedness of domain 

boundary which was manifested in the fractal dimension. It was found that reversal was 
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intimately related to the jaggedness of domain surface. In addition, the heat treatment 

experiments revealed that the microstructure of the film played a significant role in creating 

jaggedness. These results might be explained based on the fluctuation of the anisotropy constant 

and effective easy-axis direction from patch to patch, and the variation of the exchange stiffness 

coefficient between patch-borders, which gave rise to the inhomogeneity of coercivity over the 

sample. 

Part III of chapter 3 studied the effect of substrate and thickness on the domain structure 

for Co/Pd thin film samples. It was found that magnetic and magneto-optical properties and 

domain structure of Co/Pd multilayers were affected by total film thickness and substrate 

cond itions. 

The main purpose of chapter 4 was to try to establish the relationships among the initial 

magnetization curves (macroscopic) of MR, HE, KE, and the distributions of domain sizes 

(microscopic). This was done through an investigation of different demagnetized states of 

samples demagnetized by a variety of methods. It was found both in-plane field and thermal 

demagnetization produced fine domain distributions, while perpendicular field demagnetization 

yielded coarse domain patterns. Moreover, the initial magnetization for the fine domains 

increases with an increase in magnetic field, while for the coarse domains, the initial 

magnetization remains at zero for magnetic field below wall motion coercivity (Hw), then rises 

sharply to saturated magnetization M. when H is equal to Hw. These observations enable us to 

relate the domain sizes in the demagnetized states to the initial magnetization curves of MR, HE, 

and KE measurements. 

Chapter 5 illustrated measurements of the extraordinary Hall coefficient (Rs), which is 

defined as PH/47fM .. and P of Co/Pt and Co/Pd thin films as functions of temperature. The 
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results indicated that the relationship between Rs and p could be represented as 

R.(T)=ap(T)+bp2(T), where a and b were parameters dependent on the chemical composition 

and structure of the materials. 

The last chapter reported the results of the measurements of both the resistivity and 

magnetoresistance as functions of temperature. Supplementary data from Hall effect and 

magnetization measurements were also presented. Most of the experimental results could be 

explained based on the existing models, such as s-d scattering, dispersion of Tb magnetic 

moment, and secondary Hall effect. The study of MR revealed the microscopic electrical and 

magnetic characteristics of the MO thin films. 

In conclusion, this dissertation contains a fairly comprehensive study on the characteristics 

of magneto-optical recording media. The accumulated knowledge of this study enables us to 

consider the possible future directions for research of the MO media, which might consist of: (i) 

using a blue laser to write/read a magnetic domain and studying its properties in terms of size, 

nucleation, growth, contraction, and Kerr rotation;(ii) using a very short-pulsed laser to 

investigate the nonlinear magneto-optical effect of the film;(iii) investigating the thermomagnetic 

recording process by detecting the Hall effect and magnetoresistance signals directly near the 

written domain;(iv) establishing the relationship between the measured fractal dimension of the 

domain wall jaggedness and the signal-to-noise ratio. The connection of the measured fractal 

dimension with dynamic noise measurements has not yet been made due to the difficulty in 

isolating these effects in a dynamic test procedure. Future work will continue with efforts to 

isolate media noise due to domain wall jaggedness in the dynamic noise measurements. 
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